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(54) DRIVER STATE DETERMINATION DEVICE AND DRIVER STATE DETERMINATION METHOD

(57) A driver state determination device (10, 110,
400, 400A, 400B) includes a facial change information
acquisition unit (20, 120, 415, 442), a facial change in-
formation decomposition unit (30, 130, 443), and a driver
state determination unit (200, 445). The facial change
information acquisition unit (20, 120, 415, 442) acquires
facial change information indicating time-series changes
in facial data of a subject. The facial change information
decomposition (30, 130, 443) unit decomposes the facial
change information into a plurality of components 1, 2,
3... by singular value decomposition, principal compo-
nent analysis, or independent component analysis. The
driver state determination unit (200, 445) determines the
driver state of the subject on the basis of a determination
component extracted from the plurality of components 1,
2, 3....
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a driver state determination device and a driver state determination method.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In the prior art, there are studies on technology for monitoring driver states of subjects driving machines. For
example, Patent Document 1 (Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2014-100227) and similar
documents disclose devices for determining concentration levels of subjects driving automobiles.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

<Technical Problems>

[0003] However, preparation work is complicated when taking electroencephalograms. For example, the electrodes
must be pretreated before being applied to the subject. The tremendous cost involved in taking electroencephalograms
is also a problem. Consequently, it is difficult to appropriately monitor the driver state of a subject driving a machine.
[0004] An object of the present invention is to provide a driver state determination device and a driver state determination
method that enable an easy determination of the driver state of a subject driving a machine.

<Solutions to Problems>

[0005] A driver state determination device according to a first aspect of the present invention includes a facial change
information acquisition unit, a facial change information decomposition unit, and a driver state determination unit. The
facial change information acquisition unit acquires facial change information indicating time-series changes in facial data
of a subject. The facial change information decomposition unit decomposes the facial change information into a plurality
of components by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component analysis.
The driver state determination unit determines the driver state of the subject on the basis of a determination component
extracted from the plurality of components.
[0006] In this specification, the term "driver state" represents the mental state and the physical state of the subject
driving the machine. The mental state is represented by indicators corresponding to mental fatigue, mental stress, a
state of carelessness, a state of concentration, and so on. The physical state is represented by indicators corresponding
to physical fatigue, physical stress, and so on.
[0007] With the driver state determination device according to the first aspect, the plurality of components is obtained
by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent
component analysis, and the determination component is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the
presence/absence of brain activity of the subject can be easily estimated without using electrodes or the like that require
pretreatment before being applied. As a result, the driver state of the subject driving the machine can be easily determined
on the basis of the determination component corresponding to the brain function of the subject.
[0008] A driver state determination device according to a second aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the first aspect, further including a brain function activation information provision unit and a
determination component extraction unit. The brain function activation information provision unit provides brain function
activation information, which activates human brain function, to the subject driving the machine. The determination
component extraction unit extracts, from the plurality of components, a component related to the brain function activation
information as the determination component.
[0009] With the driver state determination device according to the second aspect, the plurality of components is
obtained by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or
independent component analysis, and the determination component related to the provided brain function activation
information is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the presence/absence of brain activity of the subject
can be easily estimated without using electrodes or the like that require pretreatment before being applied. As a result,
the driver state of the subject driving the machine can be easily determined on the basis of the determination component
corresponding to the brain function of the subject.
[0010] A driver state determination device according to a third aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the first aspect, further including a brain function activation information detection unit and a
determination component extraction unit. The brain function activation information detection unit detects brain function
activation information, which activates human brain function, provided to the subject driving the machine. The determi-
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nation component extraction unit extracts, from the plurality of components, a component related to the brain function
activation information as the determination component.
[0011] With the driver state determination device according to the third aspect, the plurality of components is obtained
by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent
component analysis, and the determination component related to the detected brain function activation information is
extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the presence/absence of brain activity of the subject can be easily
estimated without using electrodes or the like that require pretreatment before being applied. As a result, the driver state
of the subject driving the machine can be easily determined on the basis of the determination component corresponding
to the brain function of the subject.
[0012] A driver state determination device according to a fourth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the first aspect, further including a brain activity related change amount extraction unit and a
determination component extraction unit. The brain activity related change amount extraction unit extracts, as a brain
activity related change amount, an amount of change related to human brain activity from a predetermined amount of
change caused by a predetermined operation on a machine. The determination component extraction unit extracts, from
the plurality of components, a component related to the brain activity related change amount as the determination
component.
[0013] With the driver state determination device according to the fourth aspect, the plurality of components is obtained
by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent
component analysis, and the determination component related to the brain activity related change amount is extracted
from the plurality of components. As such, the presence/absence of brain activity of the subject can be estimated without
using electrodes or the like that require pretreatment before being applied. As a result, the driver state of the subject
driving the machine can be easily determined on the basis of the component corresponding to the brain function of the
subject.
[0014] A driver state determination device according to a fifth aspect of the present invention is the driver state deter-
mination device of any one of the second to fourth aspects, wherein the determination component extraction unit extracts
the determination component on the basis of a value of a critical rate.
[0015] With the driver state determination device according to the fifth aspect, the component related to the brain
function activation information is extracted on the basis of the value of the critical rate. As such, reliability of the deter-
mination can be enhanced.
[0016] A driver state determination device according to a sixth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of any one of the second to fifth aspects, further including a determination information storage unit.
An amount of change of a predetermined range is associated with a driver state level and stored as determination
information in the determination information storage unit. The amount of change is defined as an amount of change, of
a correlation value of a determination component calculated for the brain function activation information or a brain activity
related change amount, from a reference correlation value of a reference determination component calculated for the
brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount. Additionally, the driver state determination
unit calculates the correlation value of the determination component to the brain function activation information or the
brain activity related change amount, and determines the driver state level of the subject on the basis of the calculated
correlation value and the determination information.
[0017] With the driver state determination device according to the sixth aspect, the reference determination component
obtained prior to a predetermined action can be used to easily determine the driver state level.
[0018] A driver state determination device according to a seventh aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of any one of the second to sixth aspects, wherein the driver state determination unit calculates
the correlation value of the determination component to the brain function activation information or the brain activity
related change amount, and determines the driver state level of the subject on the basis of the calculated correlation
value and the determination information. In this case, a determination information provision device on a network includes
a determination information storage unit. An amount of change of a predetermined range is stored, associated with a
driver state level, as determination information in the determination information storage unit. The amount of change is
defined as an amount of change, of a correlation value of a determination component calculated for the brain function
activation information or a brain activity related change amount, from a reference correlation value of a reference de-
termination component calculated for the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount.
[0019] With the driver state determination device according to the seventh aspect, the determination information
provision device on the network can be used to determine the driver state level of the subject.
[0020] A driver state determination device according to an eighth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of any one of the second to seventh aspects, wherein the machine driven by the subject is an
automatic machine including at least one from the group consisting of an automobile, a railway vehicle, an aircraft, a
nuclear power generation equipment, and a plant machine.
[0021] With the driver state determination device according to the eighth aspect, the driver state of an automatic
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machine such as an automobile, a railway vehicle, an aircraft, a nuclear power generation equipment, and a plant can
be determined.
[0022] A driver state determination device according to a ninth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the fourth aspect, wherein the machine is an automatic machine including at least one from the
group consisting of an automobile, a railway vehicle, an aircraft, a nuclear a power generation equipment, and a plant
machine; and the brain activity related change amount extraction unit extracts the brain activity related change amount
from an amount of change in a command signal to the automatic machine.
[0023] With the driver state determination device according to the ninth aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
the automatic machine, including at least from the group consisting of an automobile, a railway vehicle, an aircraft, a
nuclear power generation equipment, and a plant machine, can be determined.
[0024] A driver state determination device according to a tenth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the fourth aspect, wherein the machine driven by the subject is a transportation machine including
at least one from the group consisting of automobiles, railway vehicles, and aircraft; and the brain activity related change
amount extraction unit extracts the brain activity related change amount from an amount of change in an acceleration
of the transportation machine.
[0025] With the driver state determination device according to the tenth aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
the transportation machine, including at least one from the group consisting of automobiles, railway vehicles, and aircraft,
can be determined on the basis of the acceleration.
[0026] A driver state determination device according to an eleventh aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the first aspect, wherein the driver state determination unit further includes brain activity estimation
means and state monitoring means. The brain activity estimation means estimates brain activity of the subject on the
basis of the plurality of components. The state monitoring means monitors a physiological state of the subject on the
basis of the brain activity of the subject estimated by the brain activity estimation means.
[0027] With the driver state determination device according to the eleventh aspect, the brain activity of an operator is
estimated on the basis of time-series facial skin temperature data and/or facial blood circulation volume data acquired
by the facial change information acquisition unit. As such, with this driver state determination device, the brain activity
of the operator can be estimated without using electroencephalogram electrodes or other sensors that require pretreat-
ment before being applied. As a result, the brain activity of the operator can be easily estimated.
[0028] A driver state determination device according to a twelfth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the eleventh aspect, wherein the state monitoring means includes an analysis unit. The analysis
unit analyzes a consciousness level of the subject with respect to an operation on the basis of the brain activity of the
subject. As such, with this driver state determination device, the consciousness level of the operator with respect to the
operation can be analyzed.
[0029] A driver state determination device according to a thirteenth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of the twelfth aspect, wherein the state monitoring means includes a notification unit. The notification
unit gives notice to the subject to pay attention when the consciousness level analyzed by the analysis unit declines to
less than or equal to a certain level. As such, with this driver state determination device, the operator can be called to
attention when the consciousness level of the operator declines.
[0030] A driver state determination device according to a fourteenth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination device of any one of the eleventh to thirteenth aspects, further including information acquisition means.
The information acquisition means enables an administrator managing the machine operated by the subject to acquire
information related to the physiological state of the subject. As such, with this driver state determination device, the
administrator can ascertain the physiological state of the operator.
[0031] A driver state determination device according to a fifteenth aspect of the present invention includes a step
selected from the group consisting of: a brain function activation information provision step, a brain function activation
information detection step or a machine change amount detection step and a brain activity related change amount
extraction step; a facial change information acquisition step; a facial change information decomposition step; a deter-
mination component extraction step; and a driver state determination step. In the brain function activation information
provision step, brain function activation information, which activates human brain function, is provided to the subject
driving the machine. In the brain function activation information detection step, the brain function activation information,
which activates human brain function and is provided to the subject driving the machine, is detected. In the machine
change amount detection step, a predetermined amount of change caused by a predetermined operation on the machine
is detected. In the brain activity related change amount extraction step, an amount of change related to the brain activity
of the subject driving the machine is extracted, as a brain activity related change amount, from the amount of change
detected in the machine change amount detection step. In the facial change information acquisition step, facial change
information indicating time-series changes in facial data of the subject is acquired. In the facial change information
decomposition step, the facial change information is decomposed into a plurality of components by singular value
decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component analysis. In the determination component
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extraction step, a component related to the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change
amount is extracted from the plurality of components as a determination component. In the driver state determination
step, a driver state of the subject driving the machine is determined on the basis of the determination component.
[0032] With the driver state determination method according to the fifteenth aspect, the plurality of components is
obtained by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or
independent component analysis, and the determination component related to the brain function activation information
or the brain activity related change amount is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the presence/absence
of brain activity of the subject can be easily estimated without using electrodes or the like that require pretreatment
before being applied. As a result, the driver state of the subject driving the machine can be easily determined on the
basis of the determination component corresponding to the brain function of the subject.
[0033] A driver state determination method according to a sixteenth aspect of the present invention is the driver state
determination method of the fifteenth aspect, wherein, in the driver state determination step, the correlation value of the
determination component to the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount is
calculated, and the driver state level of the subject driving the machine is determined on the basis of the calculated
correlation value and the determination information. Here, an amount of change of a predetermined range is associated
with a driver state level and stored in a determination information storage unit as determination information. The amount
of change is defined as an amount of change, of a correlation value of a determination component calculated for the
brain function activation information or a brain activity related change amount, from a reference correlation value of a
reference determination component calculated for the brain function activation information or the brain activity related
change amount.
[0034] With the driver state determination method according to the sixteenth aspect, the determination information
stored in the determination information storage unit can be used to easily determine the driver state level.
[0035] A driver state determination method according to a seventeenth aspect of the present invention is the driver
state determination method of the sixteenth aspect, wherein, the brain function activation information detection step, the
brain function activation information provision step or the machine change amount detection step and the brain activity
related change amount extraction step; the facial change information acquisition step; the facial change information
decomposition step; and the determination component extraction step are executed at a predetermined timing. Then,
a component related to the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount is extracted
as a reference determination component.
[0036] With the driver state determination method according to the seventeenth aspect, the reference determination
component is extracted from the facial change information of the subject at the predetermined timing. As such, a sub-
sequent driver state of the subject can be determined with high accuracy.
[0037] A driver state determination method according to an eighteenth aspect of the present invention is the driver
state determination method of the sixteenth or seventeenth aspect, wherein, in the driver state determination step, a
determination information provision device is accessed when the driver state level is determined. In this case, the
determination information storage unit is stored in the determination information provision device on a network.
[0038] With the driver state determination method according to the eighteenth aspect, the reference determination
component stored in the determination information provision device on the external network is used to determine the
driver state. As such, it is possible to streamline reference setting work. Additionally, with the method described above,
big data or the like can be used to determine the driver state.
[0039] A driver state determination method according to an nineteenth aspect of the present invention is the driver
state determination method of the eighteenth aspect, wherein the reference correlation value is calculated on the basis
of the reference determination component which is obtained by providing the brain function activation information to a
person other than the subject; or the reference correlation value is calculated on the basis of a reference determination
component obtained from a brain activity related change amount during normal operation.
[0040] With the driver state determination method according to the nineteenth aspect, big data obtained from a person
other than the subject or big data obtained during normal operation can be used to determine the driver state.

<Advantageous Effects of the Invention>

[0041] With the driver state determination device according to the first aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
the machine can be easily determined.
[0042] With the driver state determination device according to the second aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
the machine can be easily determined.
[0043] With the driver state determination device according to the third aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
the machine can be easily determined.
[0044] With the driver state determination device according to the fourth aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
the machine can be easily determined.
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[0045] With the driver state determination device according to the fifth aspect, the reliability of the determination can
be enhanced.
[0046] With the driver state determination device according to the sixth aspect, the driver state level can be easily
determined.
[0047] With the driver state determination device according to the seventh aspect, the determination information
provision device on the network can be used to determine the driver state level of the subject.
[0048] With the driver state determination device according to the eighth aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
an automatic machine including at least one from the group consisting of an automobile, a railway vehicle, an aircraft,
a nuclear power generation equipment, and a plant machine can be determined.
[0049] With the driver state determination device according to the ninth aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
an automatic machine including at least one from the group consisting of an automobile, a railway vehicle, an aircraft,
a nuclear power generation equipment, and a plant machine can be determined.
[0050] With the driver state determination device according to the tenth aspect, the driver state of the subject driving
transportation machines selected from the group consisting of automobiles, railway vehicles, and aircraft can be deter-
mined on the basis of the acceleration.
[0051] With the driver state determination device according to the eleventh aspect, the brain activity of the operator
can be easily estimated.
[0052] With the driver state determination device according to the twelfth aspect, the consciousness level of the
operator with respect to an operation can be analyzed.
[0053] With the driver state determination device according to the thirteenth aspect, the operator can be called to
attention when the consciousness level of the operator declines.
[0054] With the driver state determination device according to the fourteenth aspect, the administrator can ascertain
the physiological state of the operator.
[0055] With the driver state determination method according to the fifteenth aspect, the driver state of the subject
driving the machine can be easily determined.
[0056] With the driver state determination method according to the sixteenth aspect, the driver state level can be easily
determined.
[0057] With the driver state determination method according to the seventeenth aspect, the driver state of the subject
after a predetermined timing can be determined with high accuracy.
[0058] With the driver state determination method according to the eighteenth aspect, reference setting work can be
streamlined.
[0059] With the driver state determination method according to the nineteenth aspect, big data and the like can be
used to determine the driver state.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0060]

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of photographic image data, and the results of analyzing the photograph image data.
FIG. 2 illustrates a portion of the results of analyzing facial skin temperature data.
FIG. 3 illustrates a portion of the results of analyzing the facial skin temperature data.
FIG. 4 is a chart illustrating the amplitude of a component waveform of a component 2, and the amplitude of the β
wave of the measured brain waves.
FIG. 5 is a chart illustrating the amplitude of a component waveform of a component 3, and the amplitude of the β
wave of the measured brain waves.
FIG. 6 illustrates a portion of the results of analyzing the facial skin temperature data obtained in a control test.
FIG. 7 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the photographic
image data of the facial surface.
FIG. 8 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the facial skin
temperature data.
FIG. 9 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the photographic
image data of the facial surface.
FIG. 10 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the facial skin
temperature data.
FIG. 11 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the photographic
image data of the facial surface.
FIG. 12 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the facial skin
temperature data.
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FIG. 13 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the photographic
image data of the facial surface.
FIG. 14 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the facial skin
temperature data.
FIG. 15 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the photographic
image data of the facial surface.
FIG. 16 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the facial skin
temperature data.
FIG. 17 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the photographic
image data of the facial surface.
FIG. 18 is a chart illustrating a portion of the results of analyzing a component waveform based on the facial skin
temperature data.
FIG. 19 is a schematic drawing of a brain activity visualization device according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing the flow of processing conducted in the brain activity visualization device to identify
a component indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain function.
FIG. 21 is a schematic drawing of a brain activity visualization device according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 22 is a flowchart showing an example of the flow of processing conducted in the brain activity visualization
device to identify a component indicating an RGB change in the facial surface that reflects brain function.
FIG. 23 is a schematic drawing illustrating a configuration of a driver state determination device 400 according to a
first embodiment.
FIG. 24 is a schematic drawing illustrating a configuration of a determination information database 432 according
to the first embodiment.
FIG. 25A is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400 according to the first em-
bodiment.
FIG. 25B is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400 according to the first em-
bodiment.
FIG. 26 is a drawing illustrating an example of a specific configuration of the driver state determination device 400
according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 27 is a drawing illustrating an example in which the driver state determination device 400 according to the first
embodiment includes an infrared camera 415a.
FIG. 28 is a schematic drawing illustrating a configuration of a modified example of the driver state determination
device 400 according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 29 is a flowchart showing operations of the modified example of the driver state determination device 400
according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 30 is a schematic drawing illustrating a configuration of a driver state determination device 400A according to
a second embodiment.
FIG. 31A is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400A according to the second
embodiment.
FIG. 31B is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400A according to the second
embodiment.
FIG. 32 is a schematic drawing illustrating a configuration of a modified example of the driver state determination
device 400A according to the second embodiment.
FIG. 33 is a flowchart showing operations of the modified example of the driver state determination device 400A
according to the second embodiment.
FIG. 34 is a schematic drawing illustrating a configuration of a driver state determination device 400B according to
a third embodiment.
FIG. 35A is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400B according to the third
embodiment.
FIG. 35B is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400B according to the third
embodiment.
FIG. 36 is a schematic drawing illustrating a configuration of a modified example of the driver state determination
device 400B according to the third embodiment.
FIG. 37 is a flowchart showing operations of the modified example of the driver state determination device 400B
according to the third embodiment.
FIG. 38 is a chart illustrating verification results of a driver state determination method according to the third em-
bodiment.
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FIG. 39 is a chart illustrating verification results of the driver state determination method according to the third
embodiment.
FIG. 40 is a table illustrating use examples of a driver state determination device according to a fourth embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0061] Before describing the embodiments of the present invention, the findings made by the inventors that served
as an important foundation for the inventors to contrive the present invention will be described.

(1) Summary of findings made by the inventors

[0062] It is known that human intellectual activity (cognitive activity and the like) and emotional activity (activity such
as pleasure/displeasure) are reflected in human brain activity. Attempts to estimate human brain activity have been
made in the past, but in most cases, the attempts involved using data detected by electroencephalography, magnetic
resonance imaging, and/or near infrared spectroscopy.
[0063] In cases where, for example, electroencephalography is adopted as the detection method, it is necessary to
attach brain wave electrodes to the subject. Additionally, resistance that occurs between the skin and the electrodes
when the brain wave electrodes are attached must be reduced. Consequently, a procedure such as a process to abrade
the skin or an application of a paste to the electrodes needs to be carried out. In cases where functional magnetic
resonance imaging is adopted, there are restrictions on measurement conditions, such as the impossibility of measure-
ment at any location other than an MRI room and the inability to bring metal into the measurement room. In cases where
near infrared spectroscopy is adopted, a probe needs to be attached to the subject. However, wearing the probe for a
long time can be painful to the subject and, in some cases, due to the contact state between the hair of the subject and
the probe, the detections by the probe may not be accurate. Thus, when using conventional detection methods to
measure human brain activity, a significant burden is imposed on the subject, specifically, pretreatment is needed to
attach the brain wave electrodes, probes, etc., and/or the measurement conditions are limited.
[0064] Accordingly, there is a need to develop an approach whereby the burden on the subject can be reduced and
also whereby human brain activity can be easily estimated.
[0065] The inventors postulated that it might be possible to estimate human brain activity on the basis of human facial
skin temperature or the state of facial blood circulation, which is thought to be proportional to the facial skin temperature.
Human facial skin temperature can be acquired using a measurement device such as a thermography device. The state
of facial blood circulation, that is, facial blood circulation volume can be estimated from RGB data of photographic images
of the facial surface, which is obtained using an imaging device. The facial skin temperature and/or photographic images
of the facial surface can be acquired without using electroencephalogram electrodes, probes, or other sensors that
require pretreatment before being applied.
[0066] However, it is known that human facial skin temperature changes under the influence of various factors such
as outside air temperature and/or autonomic nervous activity. As such, when attempting to estimate brain activity on the
basis of the facial skin temperature or on the basis of the facial blood circulation volume, which is thought to be proportional
to the facial skin temperature, it is very difficult to determine whether only brain activity is reflected in the acquired data.
[0067] After much research, the present inventors discovered that it is possible to identify a component indicating a
change in the facial skin temperature or a change in the facial blood circulation volume in brain activity by: detecting the
facial skin temperature; decomposing, into a plurality of components, time-series facial skin temperature data including
the detected temperature data and position data (coordinate data) of the detection site, or decomposing, into a plurality
of components, time-series facial blood circulation volume data calculated on the basis of RGB data obtained from time-
series photographic image data of the facial surface, by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or
independent component analysis; and analyzing the plurality of the decomposed components. Thus, the present inventors
conceived the present invention, in which the brain activity of the subject is estimated and analyzed, thereby enabling
the visualization of the physiological state of the subject on the basis of the estimated brain activity.

(2) Acquisition Method of Various Facial Data and Analysis Method of Acquired Various Facial Data

(2-1) Acquisition Method of Facial Skin Temperature Data and Analysis Method of Facial Skin Temperature Data

[0068] Next, a description is given of an acquisition method of facial skin temperature data and analysis method of
facial skin temperature data used by the present inventors to reach the findings described above.
[0069] In this test, facial skin temperature data was acquired from six subjects. Specifically, each subject was seated
in a chair placed in an artificial climate room maintained at a room temperature of 25°C, and facial skin temperature data
was acquired from the entire facial surface of the subject using an infrared thermography device. The infrared thermog-
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raphy device was capable of detecting infrared radiant energy emitted from the subject using an infrared camera,
converting the detected infrared radiant energy to a facial temperature (herein, the temperature in Celsius) of the subject,
and displaying and/or storing a temperature distribution thereof as facial skin temperature data (e.g. image data repre-
senting the temperature distribution). In this test, an R300 (manufactured by NEC Avio Infrared Technologies Co., Ltd.)
was used as the infrared thermography device. The infrared camera was set in front of the subject at a position 1.5 m
away from the subject. The facial skin temperature data was acquired for 30 minutes.
[0070] Additionally, in this test, brain function activation tasks were given to the subjects while the facial skin temperature
data was being acquired. Thus, facial skin temperature data during brain resting time and facial skin temperature data
during brain activated time were acquired. The brain function activation tasks were presented to the subjects as images
on a display device or the like. Examples thereof included calculation, recognition of numbers, shapes, and colors,
memorization of symbols, letters, and language, and other psychological tasks. In this test, mental multiplication was
used as the brain function activation task. The subjects were instructed to multiply numbers displayed in longhand on
the display device, and input answers using a keyboard. In this test, the brain function activation tasks were continuously
given to the subjects for ten minutes after five minutes had elapsed since the start of acquiring the facial skin temperature
data.
[0071] To analyze the facial skin temperature data, the acquired facial skin temperature data was subjected to singular
value decomposition. Here, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of MATLAB (registered trademark) was used as the
analysis tool. In the singular value decomposition, the target was set as all of the time-series facial skin temperature
data acquired (30-minutes of data), the factor was set as time data of every 30 seconds (60 time points for 30 minutes),
and the measure was set as the facial skin temperature data (240x320 pixels) during each period (the 30 seconds). The
facial skin temperature data X was decomposed into a plurality of components by singular value decomposition. Then,
for each component, a time distribution V, a space distribution U, and a singular value S representing the magnitude of
the component were calculated. The relationships between these values is expressed in the following equation. Note
that V’ is a matrix obtained by interchanging the columns and rows of V. 

[0072] Then, the time distribution V and the space distribution U of each component resulting from the singular value
decomposition were plotted on graphs to create a component waveform diagram and a temperature distribution diagram
for each component.
[0073] Furthermore, the component waveform diagram and the temperature distribution diagram for each component
were analyzed to identify a component indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity.
[0074] The component waveform diagram for each component was analyzed to determine the presence/absence of
correlation between the amplitude of the component waveform and each of the brain resting time and the brain activated
time. Specifically, evaluations were conducted as to whether or not correlation existed between the amplitude shown in
the component waveform diagram for each component and the brain resting time period/brain activated time period. In
this test, during the period of acquiring the facial skin temperature data, the brain resting time was defined as a period
of five minutes from the start of data acquisition and a period of 15 minutes from a point in time after 15 minutes had
elapsed since the start point of data acquisition to the end of data acquisition. These were periods in which the brain
function activation task was not given to the subjects. Additionally, the brain activated time was defined as a period of
10-minutes from a point in time occurring after five minutes had elapsed since the start of data acquisition, up to a point
in time after 10 minutes had elapsed. This was a period in which the brain function activation task was being given to
the subjects. Then, evaluations were conducted to determine the presence/absence of correlation between the amplitude
shown in the component waveform diagram for each component and each of the brain resting time and the brain activated
time. Note that statistical correlation analysis was performed to determine the presence/absence of correlation. When
the significance level (α) was 0.05 or lower, it was determined that correlation existed.
[0075] The temperature distribution diagram for each component was analyzed to determine the presence/absence
of temperature changes at a predetermined site on the facial surface. The brain has a mechanism called the selective
brain cooling system whereby the brain is cooled independently of body temperature. The selective brain cooling system
is known to discharge heat generated by brain activity using the forehead and the area around the paranasal sinuses
(including the area between the eyebrows and the area around the nose). As such, in this test, the temperature distribution
diagram for each component was evaluated to determine the presence/absence of temperature changes at the forehead
and the area around the paranasal sinuses. Note that, in the temperature distribution diagrams, the presence/absence
of temperature changes at the forehead and the area around the paranasal sinuses was evaluated on the basis of visual
inspection, or on the basis of whether or not the temperatures of the forehead and the area around the paranasal sinuses
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differed one standard deviation (SD) or more from the average temperature of all measurement data of the temperatures
of the forehead and the area around the paranasal sinuses.
[0076] Additionally, polarity (positive or negative) of the facial skin temperature data X is determined by the relationships
between the values of the space distribution U, the singular value S, and the time distribution V. As such, in some cases,
polarity may appear inverted in the temperature distribution diagram and the component waveform diagram for each
component. Therefore, polarity was not considered when evaluating the component waveform diagrams and the tem-
perature distribution diagrams.
[0077] As described above, in this case, the infrared thermography device converts the infrared radiant energy detected
from the subject into temperatures, and uses the temperature distribution thereof as the facial skin temperature data.
However, when acquiring the facial skin temperature of a human subject using the infrared thermography device, various
temperature changes unrelated to brain activity (i.e. noise), such as facial movements and/or autonomic nervous activity,
are also acquired as the facial skin temperature data (see FIG. 1A). Therefore, in order to detect such temperature
changes that are unrelated to brain activity, relative facial skin temperature data was created for which an average of
all of the temperature data included in the facial skin temperature data of every 30 seconds is set to "0", the created
facial skin temperature data was also subjected to singular value decomposition in which the SVD of MATLAB (registered
trademark) is used as the analysis tool, a component waveform diagram and a temperature distribution diagram for each
component were created in accordance with the singular value S, and the diagrams were analyzed to identify a component
indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity.
[0078] For the sake of convenience, in the following description, the facial skin temperature data, acquired by the
infrared thermography device, is referred to as "facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data";
and the relative facial skin temperature data, for which the average of all of the temperature data included in the facial
skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data obtained every predetermined time period (every 30
seconds in this test) is set to "0", is referred to as "facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion
data."
[0079] Additionally, for one of the six subjects, in addition to detecting the facial skin temperature using the infrared
thermography device, electrodes were connected to the scalp of the subject and electroencephalograms were taken.
An evaluation was conducted for correlation between the amplitude of the component waveform diagram and the am-
plitude of the β wave, which is known as a waveform that appears when awake or when the consciousness is nervous
(brain wave in the 14 to 30 Hz frequency range). Note that, when taking the electroencephalogram, the electrodes were
arranged at six sites (F3, F4, C3, C4, Cz, and Pz) specified by the International 10-20 System.
[0080] It can be expected that the head of the subject may move vertically while the brain function activation task is
given to the subject. If such movement occurs, the position of the face of the subject with respect to the infrared camera
will change. Therefore, a control test was conducted on one subject in order to verify whether such changes in the
position of the face influence the changes in skin temperature. In the control test to verify the influence of movement of
the subject when acquiring the facial skin temperature data, the same infrared thermography device used in the test
described above was used to acquire the facial skin temperature data of the subject. However, in this case, the subject
was instructed also to operate the keyboard at random timings during the period in which the brain function activation
task was not given (that is, during brain resting time). The facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion
data and the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data acquired by the control test
were also subjected to singular value decomposition in which the SVD of MATLAB (registered trademark) was used as
the analysis tool, a component waveform diagram and a temperature distribution diagram for each component were
created in accordance with the singular value S, and the diagrams were analyzed to identify a component indicating a
change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity.

(2-2) Acquisition Method of Photographic Image Data of Facial Surface and Analysis Method of Photographic Image 
Data of Facial Surface

[0081] FIG. 1A illustrates an example of photographic image data, captured using the imaging device, of the area
around the paranasal sinuses of the facial surface of a subject. FIG. 1B illustrates an example of a blood circulation
volume distribution diagram (image map).
[0082] Next, a description is given of an acquisition method of photographic image data of the facial surface and an
analysis method of photographic image data of the facial surface used by the present inventors to reach the findings
described above.
[0083] In this test, photographic image data of the facial surface was acquired from six subjects. Specifically, each
subject was seated in a chair placed in an artificial climate room maintained at a room temperature of 25°C, and pho-
tographic image data of the area around the paranasal sinuses of the entire facial surface of the subject was acquired
in time series using an imaging device capable of chronologically acquiring images.
[0084] Additionally, based on the selective brain cooling system described above, it is postulated that changes in the
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facial blood circulation volume, thought to be proportional to the facial skin temperature resulting from brain activity, will
appear at the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses. As such, the present inventors postulated that,
if the changes in the facial blood circulation volume at least at the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses
could be captured, it would be possible to accurately estimate brain activity. Therefore, in this test, photographic image
data of the area around the paranasal sinuses of the facial surfaces of the subjects were acquired in time series.
[0085] Additionally, in this test, an imaging device on the liquid crystal screen side of an iPad Air (registered trademark,
manufactured by Apple) was used as the imaging device, and color video data was acquired as the time-series photo-
graphic image data. This imaging device was set in front of the subject at a position 1.0 m away from the subject. Then,
using the imaging device, photographic image data was continuously captured for 30 minutes at an imaging period of
30 frames/second along the time axis. Thus, video data of the facial surface was acquired.
[0086] Furthermore, in this test, the brain function activation task was given to the subjects while the video data of the
facial surface was being acquired. Thus, video data of the facial surface during brain resting time and video data of the
facial surface during brain activated time were acquired. In this test, as in the test described above, "mental multiplication"
was used as the brain function activation task. The subjects were instructed to multiply numbers displayed in longhand
on the display device, and input answers using a keyboard. However, in this test, the brain function activation tasks were
continuously given to the subjects for ten minutes after five minutes had elapsed since the start of acquiring the video
data of the facial surface.
[0087] To analyze the video data of the facial surface, blood circulation volume data was calculated on the basis of
RGB data obtained from the captured video data of the facial surface, and the calculated time-series blood circulation
volume data was subjected to singular value decomposition in which SVD of MATLAB (registered trademark) was used
as the analysis tool. Here, in accordance with the CIE-L*a*b* color system, an erythema index a* that correlates with
skin redness and hemoglobin amount was calculated from the RGB data of the image, and this erythema index a* was
used as the blood circulation volume data. In the singular value decomposition, the target was set as the blood circulation
volume data (the erythema index in this case) based on the RGB data acquired from all of the chronologically acquired
video data (30 minutes of data), the factor was set as time data of every 30 seconds (60 time points for 30 minutes),
and the measure was set as the erythema index calculated from the RGB data for each period (every 30 seconds) (the
erythema index obtained by extracting frame data of one second every 30 seconds, and calculating on the basis of the
average value of the RGB values obtained from the frame data; 240x320 pixels). The time-series blood circulation
volume data based on the RGB data obtained from the video data of the facial surface was decomposed into a plurality
of components by singular value decomposition. Then, for each component, a time distribution V, a space distribution
U, and a singular value S representing the magnitude of the component were calculated. The relationships between
these values are expressed in equations similar to the above Equation 1.
[0088] Then, the time distribution V and the space distribution U of each component resulting from the singular value
decomposition were plotted on graphs to create a component waveform diagram and a blood circulation volume distri-
bution diagram for each component.
[0089] Furthermore, the component waveform diagram and blood circulation volume distribution diagram for each
component were analyzed to identify a component indicating a change in the facial blood circulation volume, that is, an
RGB change in the facial surface, that reflects brain activity.
[0090] The component waveform diagram for each component was analyzed to determine the presence/absence of
correlation between the amplitude of the component waveform and each of the brain resting time and the brain activated
time. Specifically, evaluations were conducted as to whether or not correlation existed between the amplitude shown in
the component waveform diagram for each component and the brain resting time period/brain activated time period. In
this test, during the period of acquiring the photographic image data of the facial surface, the brain resting time was
defined as a period of five minutes from the start of data acquisition and a period of 15 minutes from a point in time after
15 minutes had elapsed since the start point of data acquisition to the end of data acquisition. These were periods in
which the brain function activation task was not given to the subjects. Additionally, the brain activated time was defined
as a period of 10-minutes from a point in time occurring after five minutes had elapsed since the start of data acquisition,
up to a point in time after 10 minutes had elapsed. This was a period in which the brain function activation task was
being given to the subjects. Then, evaluations were conducted to determine the presence/absence of correlation between
the amplitude shown in the component waveform for each component and each of the brain resting time and the brain
activated time. Note that statistical correlation analysis was performed to determine the presence/absence of correlation.
When the significance level (α) was 0.01 or lower, it was determined that correlation existed.
[0091] The blood circulation volume distribution diagram for each component was analyzed to determine the pres-
ence/absence of blood circulation volume changes at a predetermined site on the facial surface. The blood circulation
volume distribution diagrams were created by arranging the space distributions U, calculated by pixel, at the respective
positions of the pixels. The blood circulation volume distribution diagram for each component thus created was evaluated
to determine the presence/absence of changes in blood circulation volume at the forehead and the area around the
paranasal sinuses. Note that, in the blood circulation volume distribution diagrams, the presence/absence of a change
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in blood circulation volume at the forehead and the area around the paranasal sinuses was evaluated on the basis of
the presence/absence of the change in the blood circulation volume that was observed through visual inspection, or on
the basis of the value of the blood circulation volume at the forehead and the area around the paranasal sinuses as
shown FIG 1B was not "0.000".
[0092] Additionally, polarity (positive or negative) of the blood circulation volume data X was determined by the rela-
tionships between the values of the space distribution U, the singular value S, and the time distribution V. As such, in
some cases, polarity may appear inverted in the blood circulation volume distribution diagram and the component
waveform diagram for each component. Therefore, polarity was not considered when evaluating the component waveform
diagrams and the blood circulation volume distribution diagrams.
[0093] Furthermore, in order to validate the correlation between the facial skin temperature and the facial blood cir-
culation volume, while the photographic image data of the facial surfaces of the six subjects was being chronologically
acquired, the facial skin temperature data was chronologically acquired using the infrared thermography device, the
acquired facial skin temperature data was subjected to singular value decomposition using the SVD of MATLAB (reg-
istered trademark) as the analysis tool, a component waveform diagram for each component was created in accordance
with the singular value S, and the diagrams were analyzed to determine the presence/absence of correlation between
the amplitude of the component waveform and each of the brain resting time and the brain activated time. In this test,
the same device described above was used as the infrared thermography device. The infrared camera was set in front
of the subject at a position 1.5 m away from the subject.
[0094] When acquiring the photographic image data of the facial surface using the imaging device, in some cases
sunlight or the like strikes the facial surface while imaging, reflects off the facial surface, and this reflected light enters
the lens of the imaging device. In such cases, this reflected light may be recorded in the captured photographic image
data of the facial surface. Here, in the RBG data obtained from the photographic image data, changes in brightness
based on the facial blood circulation volume are smaller than changes in brightness based on reflected light. Conse-
quently, if blood circulation volume calculated on the basis of RGB data obtained from photographic image data with
the reflected light recorded therein is analyzed, it is considered that the RGB changes in the facial surface unrelated to
brain activity (i.e. noise) could be mixed into the data. Therefore, in order to prevent the mixing of such RGB changes
in the facial surface that were unrelated to brain activity, relative blood circulation volume data was created from relative
RGB data obtained by setting an average of all of the RGB data taken every 30 seconds at "0". Then, the thus-created
blood circulation volume data was also subjected to singular value decomposition using the SVD of MATLAB (registered
trademark) as the analysis tool, and the component waveform diagram and the blood circulation volume distribution
diagram for each component were created in accordance with the singular value S. Then, the diagrams are analyzed
to identify a component indicating the RGB change of the facial surface that reflects brain activity.
[0095] For the sake of convenience, in the following description, the relative blood circulation volume data based on
relative RGB data, for which the average of all of the RGB data obtained every predetermined time period (every 30
seconds in this test) is set to "0", is referred to as "relative conversion blood circulation volume data"; whereas the blood
circulation volume data based on the RGB data before converting to the relative RGB data is referred to simply as "blood
circulation volume data."
[0096] Additionally, while acquiring the time-series photographic image data of the facial surfaces of the six subjects
using the imaging device, electrodes were connected to the scalps of the subjects and electroencephalogram were
taken. Evaluations were conducted for correlation between the amplitude of the component waveform diagrams and the
amplitude of the β wave, which are known as a waveform that appears when awake or when brain cells are active (brain
waves in the 13 to 30 Hz frequency range). Note that, when taking the electroencephalograms, the electrodes were
arranged at 19 sites (Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, Fz, Cz, and Pz) on the scalp
specified by the International 10-20 System.
[0097] Furthermore, it can be expected that the heads of the subjects may move vertically while the brain function
activation task is given to the subjects. If such movement occurs, the positions of the faces of the subjects with respect
to the imaging device will change. A control test was conducted on one subject in order to verify whether such changes
in the position of the face influence the RGB changes in the facial surface. In the control test, as in the test described
above, the imaging device was used to acquire the time-series photographic image data of the facial surface of the
subject. However, in this case, the subject was instructed to operate the keyboard at random timings during the period
in which the brain function activation task was not given (that is, during brain resting time). Furthermore, the time-series
blood circulation volume data, based on the RGB data obtained from the time-series photographic image data of the
facial surface captured in the control test, was subjected to singular value decomposition using the SVD of MATLAB
(registered trademark) as the analysis tool, a component waveform diagram for each component was created in accord-
ance with the singular value S Then, the diagrams were analyzed to determine the presence/absence of correlation
between the amplitude of the component waveform and each of the brain resting time and the brain activated time.
Additionally, an analysis was conducted to determine the presence/absence of correlation between the amplitude of
each component waveform and actual facial movement. The actual facial movement was evaluated by acquiring, from
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the photographic image data, a two-dimensional coordinate of a point corresponding to an actual point at the face, and
calculating a movement distance of the face every 30 seconds when imaging. In these calculations, the photographic
image data at the start of the control test was used as a reference. Furthermore, an analysis was also conducted to
determine the presence/absence of correlation between the amplitude of each component waveform and the number
of inputs on the keyboard during imaging. The number of inputs on the keyboard during imaging was evaluated by
calculating a simple moving average every 30 seconds in the time-series photographic image data.

(3) Analysis Results

(3-1) Facial Skin Temperature Data Analysis Results

[0098] FIG. 2 illustrate a portion of the results of analyzing the facial skin temperature data based on the temperature
conversion data. FIG. 2A illustrates the component waveform diagram of a component 2 of a subject 1. FIG. 2B illustrates
the temperature distribution diagram of the component 2 of the subject 1. FIG. 3A illustrates the component waveform
diagram of a component 3 of the subject 1. FIG. 3B illustrates the temperature distribution diagram of the component 3
of the subject 1. FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate relationships between the amplitudes of the component waveforms and brain
waves. FIG. 4 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of the component 2 of the subject 1, and the amplitude
of the β wave of the measured brain waves. FIG. 5 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of the component
3 of the subject 1, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves. FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate a portion
of the results of analyzing the facial skin temperature data obtained in the control test. FIG. 6A illustrates the component
waveform diagram of the component 3. FIG. 6B illustrates the temperature distribution diagram of the component 3.
[0099] Table 1 shows the results of analyzing the facial skin temperature data for each subject.
[0100] From the results obtained by analyzing the facial skin temperature data described above, significant correlation
was found between human brain activity and the component 2 and/or the component 3 of the plurality of components
obtained by decomposing the time-series facial skin temperature data by singular value decomposition.

[0101] As illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, from the results of analyzing the brain waves, significant correlation was found
between the amplitude of the β wave of the brain waves and the amplitudes of the component 2 and the component 3.
[0102] Furthermore, in the control test, even in states where the subject moved while the facial skin temperature data
was being acquired, there was significant correlation between the component 3 and human brain activity (see FIG. 6).
From these results, it was found that movement by the subject when acquiring the facial skin temperature data does not
influence the component 3 of the plurality of components.
[0103] Based on these results, the present inventors made the following findings.
[0104] The time-series facial skin temperature data acquired from the subjects were decomposed into the plurality of
components by singular value decomposition. As a result of analyzing each of the decomposed components, it was

Table 1

Subject

Correlation in Data Based on Absolute Temperature 
Conversion Data

Correlation in Data Based on Relative Temperature 
Conversion Data

Component waveform
Temperature 
distribution

Component waveform
Temperature 
distribution

Subject 
1

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Subject 
2

Component 3 Component 3 Component 3 Component 3

Subject 
3

Component 1, 
Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Subject 
4

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Subject 
5

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Component 2, 
Component 3

Subject 
6

Component 2, 
Component 5

Component 2, 
Component 5

Component 2, 
Component 5

Component 2, 
Component 5
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found that the component 3 of the plurality of components is a component that is related to brain activity. Specifically, it
was found that it is possible to identify a component indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity
from the plurality of components by decomposing the time-series facial skin temperature data into the plurality of com-
ponents by singular value decomposition, extracting components having correlation with the activation/resting of the
brain from the decomposed plurality of components, and analyzing the extracted components using the selective brain
cooling system. Thus, the present inventors found that it is possible to estimate brain activity on the basis of human
facial skin temperature.

(3-2) Results of Analyzing Photographic Image Data of Facial Surface

[0105] FIGS. 7 to 18 illustrate portions of the results of analyzing component waveform diagrams based on the pho-
tographic image data of the facial surface (blood circulation volume data) or facial skin temperature data. FIG. 7 illustrates
the amplitude of the component waveform of the component 2 based on the photographic image data of the subject 1,
and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 1. FIG. 8 illustrates the amplitude of the
component waveform of the component 2 based on the facial skin temperature data of the subject 1, and the amplitude
of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 1. FIG. 9 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform
of the component 2 based on the photographic image data of a subject 2, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured
brain waves of the subject 2. FIG. 10 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of the component 2 based
on the facial skin temperature data of the subject 2, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of
the subject 2. FIG. 11 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of a component 4 based on the photographic
image data of a subject 3, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 3. FIG. 12
illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of the component 3 based on the facial skin temperature data of
the subject 3, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 3. FIG. 13 illustrates the
amplitude of the component waveform of the component 3 based on the photographic image data of a subject 4, and
the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 4. FIG. 14 illustrates the amplitude of the
component waveform of the component 2 based on the facial skin temperature data of the subject 4, and the amplitude
of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 4. FIG. 15 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform
of the component 2 based on the photographic image data of a subject 5, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured
brain waves of the subject 5. FIG. 16 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of the component 2 based
on the facial skin temperature data of the subject 5, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of
the subject 5. FIG. 17 illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of the component 4 based on the photographic
image data of a subject 6, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 6. FIG. 18
illustrates the amplitude of the component waveform of the component 3 based on the facial skin temperature data of
the subject 6, and the amplitude of the β wave of the measured brain waves of the subject 6.
[0106] As illustrated in FIGS. 7 to 18, from the results of the component waveforms and brain wave analyses, correlation
was found between the facial skin temperature and the facial blood circulation volume. In each of the analyses based
on the facial skin temperature data and the facial blood circulation volume data, significant correlation was found between
the amplitude of each component waveform and the amplitude of the β wave measured by the electrodes attached to
the top or back of the head.
[0107] Table 2 shows the results of analyzing the photographic image data of the facial surface of each subject.

Table 2

Subject

Correlation in Blood Circulation Volume Data
Correlation in Relative Conversion Blood Circulation 

Volume Data

Component 
waveform

Blood circulation volume 
distribution

Component waveform
Blood circulation volume 

distribution

Subject 
1

Component 2 0.72
Component 1 0.59

Component 2 0.85

Subject 
2

Component 1 0.82 Component 1 0.62

Component 2 0.82 Component 2 0.60

Subject 
3

Component 2 0.33
Component 2 0.45

Component 3 0.56

Component 3 0.31 Component 4 0.56
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[0108] As shown in Table 2, from the results obtained by analyzing the photographic image data of the facial surface
described above, significant correlation was found between human brain activity and the components 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
of the plurality of components obtained by decomposing the time-series blood circulation volume data based on the
photographic image data of the facial surface by singular value decomposition. Note that, in this case, the components
found to have significant correlation based on the blood circulation volume data and significant correlation based on the
relative conversion blood circulation volume data were determined to have the significant correlation with human brain
activity and, in addition, the components that did not have significant correlation based on the blood circulation volume
data but did have significant correlation based on the relative conversion blood circulation volume data were also de-
termined to have the significant correlation with human brain activity.
[0109] Table 3 shows the results of the control test.

[0110] As shown in Table 3, in the control test, when the subject moved while the photographic image data of the
facial surface was being acquired, some of the components were found to have significant correlation between the
amplitude of the component waveform thereof and each of the brain resting time and the brain activated time. Among
these components, the component 2 was not found to have significant correlation with movement distance or the number
of keyboard inputs. As such, it was confirmed that, among the plurality of components that were obtained by conducting
the singular value decomposition the blood circulation volume data based on the RGB data acquired from the photographic
image data of the facial surface a component having significant correlation with brain activity could be influenced by the
movement of the subject while acquiring the time-series photographic image data of the facial surface, but this influence
was much smaller than the influence resulting from the brain activity (the influence resulting from the activation or resting
of the brain).
[0111] Based on these results, the present inventors made the following findings.
[0112] The blood circulation volume data, obtained from the RGB data of the facial surface based on time-series
photographic image data of the facial surface acquired from the subjects, was decomposed into the plurality of compo-
nents by singular value decomposition. As a result of analyzing each of the decomposed components, it was found that
the components 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the plurality of components are components that are related to brain activity.
Specifically, it was found that it is possible to identify, a component indicating an RGB change in the facial surface that
reflects brain activity from the plurality of components, by decomposing the blood circulation volume data, which was
obtained from the RGB data of the facial surface based on the time-series photographic image data of the facial surface
into the plurality of components, extracting components having correlation with the activation/resting of the brain from
the decomposed plurality of components, and analyzing the extracted components. Thus, the present inventors found
that it is possible to estimate brain activity on the basis of time-series photographic image data of a human facial surface.

(continued)

Subject

Correlation in Blood Circulation Volume Data
Correlation in Relative Conversion Blood Circulation 

Volume Data

Component 
waveform

Blood circulation volume 
distribution

Component waveform
Blood circulation volume 

distribution

Subject 
4

Component 1 0.57 Component 1 0.66

Component 3 0.71 Component 3 0.65

Subject 
5

Component 1 0.56 Component 1 0.51

Component 2 0.72 Component 2 0.83

Subject 
6

Component 2 0.38
Component 2 0.45

Component 3 0.51

Component 4 0.68 Component 5 0.36

Table 3

Components having correlation with brain resting time/brain activated time Component 1, Component 2

Components having correlation with movement distance of face Component 1, Component 3, 
Component 4

Components having correlation with number of keyboard inputs Component 8
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(4) Brain Activity Visualization Device

[0113] Next, brain activity visualization devices 10, 110 according to an embodiment of the present invention will be
described. The brain activity visualization devices 10, 110 were conceived by the inventor on the basis of the findings
described above. The brain activity visualization devices according to the present invention should not be construed as
being limited to the following embodiments, and various types of modifications may be made without departing from the
spirit or scope of the general inventive concept of the present invention.
[0114] The brain activity visualization devices 10, 110 according to the embodiment of the present invention include
brain activity estimation means 30 that estimate brain activity on the basis of facial skin temperature data, and/or brain
activity estimation means 130 that estimate brain activity on the basis of photographic image data of the facial surface.
Before describing the brain activity visualization devices 10, 110 according to the embodiment of the present invention,
each of the brain activity estimation means 30, 130 will be described.

(4-1) Brain Activity Estimation Means 30 that Estimate Brain Activity on the Basis of Facial Skin Temperature Data

[0115] FIG. 19 is a schematic drawing of the brain activity visualization device 10 according to the embodiment of the
present invention. FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing the flow of processing conducted in the brain activity visualization
device 10 to identify a component indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain function.
[0116] The brain activity estimation means 30 of the brain activity visualization device 10 estimate the brain activity
of an individual (subject) from the facial skin temperature of the individual. As illustrated in FIG. 19, the brain activity
visualization device 10 includes facial skin temperature acquisition means 20, the brain activity estimation means 30,
and state visualization means 200.
[0117] The facial skin temperature acquisition means 20 detect the skin temperature of at least a portion of the facial
surface of the individual, and chronologically acquire facial skin temperature data including detected temperature data
and position data of the detection site (step S1). Note that, in this case, the facial skin temperature acquisition means
20 is an infrared thermography device and includes an infrared camera 21 and a processing unit 22 as illustrated in FIG.
19. The infrared camera 21 is configured to detect infrared radiant energy emitted from the facial surface of the individual.
Moreover, in this case, the infrared camera 21 is configured to detect infrared radiant energy emitted from the entire
facial surface of the individual. The processing unit 22 converts the infrared radiant energy detected by the infrared
camera 21 to temperatures to create temperature data. The processing unit 22 generates a temperature distribution
diagram of the facial skin temperature of the entire facial surface, for which the sites where the infrared radiant energy
was detected are used as the position data (coordinate data). The processing unit 22 processes the generated temper-
ature distribution diagram as facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data. The processing unit
22 has a storage unit (not illustrated in the drawings) and the facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion
data is stored in this storage unit.
[0118] An example is described in which the temperature distribution diagram of the facial skin temperature of the
whole facial surface is generated in the processing unit 22, but the present invention is not limited thereto. For example,
a configuration is possible in which a temperature distribution diagram of facial skin temperature including at least the
forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses is generated and used as the facial skin temperature data based
on temperature conversion data.
[0119] Additionally, in this case, a brain function activation task is given to the individual for a set period of time while
the facial skin temperature acquisition means 20 are acquiring the facial skin temperature data based on temperature
conversion data. That is, the facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data, acquired by the facial
skin temperature acquisition means 20, contains data for a period in which the brain function activation task was being
given to the individual. Note that the brain function activation task given to the individual is not particularly limited provided
that the task is presumed to place the brain in an activated state, and the content thereof may be appropriately determined
in accordance with the purpose of use of the brain activity visualization device 10.
[0120] The brain activity estimation means 30 estimate human brain activity on the basis of facial skin temperature
data based on the temperature conversion data acquired by the facial skin temperature acquisition means 20. Specifically,
the brain activity estimation means 30 include a conversion unit 31, an analysis unit 32, and an estimation unit 33 as
illustrated in FIG. 19.
[0121] The conversion unit 31 converts the temperature data included in the facial skin temperature data based on
temperature conversion data to relative temperature data, and generates facial skin temperature data based on the
converted relative temperature data, that is, facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data
(step S2). Specifically, the conversion unit 31 uses, as a reference, an average of the temperature data included in the
facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data for every predetermined time period (e.g. 30 seconds),
and converts the temperature data to relative temperature data. Then, the conversion unit 31 uses the converted relative
temperature data and the position data to generate the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature
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conversion data.
[0122] The analysis unit 32 decomposes each of the time-series facial skin temperature data based on temperature
conversion data and the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data into a plurality of
components by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component analysis (step
S3). Here, the analysis unit 32 subjects each of the acquired facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion
data and the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data to singular value decomposition
in which the SVD of MATLAB (registered trademark) is used as the analysis tool. In the singular value decomposition,
for each of the chronologically acquired facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data and the
facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data, the factor is set to time data per predetermined
time period (e.g. 30 seconds), and the measure is set to the facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion
data and the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data in each time period. Then, the
facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data and the facial skin temperature data based on relative
temperature conversion data are each decomposed into a plurality of components by singular value decomposition.
Thereafter, the analysis unit 32 calculates a time distribution, a space distribution, and a singular value representing the
magnitude of each component.
[0123] Additionally, the analysis unit 32 determines whether or not each component satisfies a first condition and a
second condition in order to identify a component, from the plurality of components decomposed by singular value
decomposition, indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity (step S4a, step S4b, step S5a, and
step S5b). Note that, in this case, the analysis unit 32 first determines whether or not each component from the facial
skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data satisfies the first condition (step S4a). Then, for components
from the facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data determined to satisfy the first condition in
step S4a, the analysis unit 32 determines whether or not those components satisfy the second condition (step S4b).
Then, the analysis unit 32 determines whether or not each component from the facial skin temperature data based on
relative temperature conversion data, matching the components determined to satisfy the first condition and the second
condition in step S4a and step S4b, satisfies the first condition (step S5a). Then, the analysis unit 32 determines whether
or not the components from the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data, which is
determined to satisfy the first condition in step S5a satisfy the second condition (step S5b). However, the order of
determination in the analysis unit 32 is not limited thereto and, for example a configuration is possible in which it is
determined whether or not the components from the facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data
and the components from the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data satisfy the
first condition and the second condition respectively, and the components for which the determination results match are
ultimately extracted.
[0124] The first condition is that the amplitude of the component waveform of the component decomposed by singular
value decomposition has correlation with changes at brain resting time and brain activated time. The analysis unit 32
extracts, from the plurality of components, components satisfying the first condition as determination components. Note
that, the brain function activation task is given to the individual for a set period of time while the facial skin temperature
data based on temperature conversion data is being acquired. The brain resting time is defined as the period in which
the brain function activation task is not being given to the individual, and the brain activated time is defined as the period
in which the brain function activation task is being given to the individual. Here, the analysis unit 32 conducts a comparative
analysis of the component waveform of each component against the periods in which the brain function activation task
is and is not being given. Using the results of this comparative analysis based on the component waveform data, the
analysis unit 32 evaluates whether or not there is correlation between the component waveform of each component and
each of the brain resting time and the brain activated time. Then, the analysis unit 32 extracts, from the plurality of
components, components evaluated as having correlation as a determination component that satisfies the first condition.
Meanwhile, the analysis unit 32 determines that, among the plurality of components, a component evaluated as not
having correlation is the component that does not satisfy the first condition and is not the component indicating a
temperature change that reflects human brain activity (step S6).
[0125] In this case, the brain function activation task is given to the individual for a set period of time while acquiring
the facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data, and the analysis unit 32 extracts the determination
components based thereon. However, the content of the first condition, that is, the means of extracting the determination
component by the analysis unit 32, is not limited thereto. For example, when the components, among the plurality of
components, indicating a component waveform that has correlation with the brain resting time and the brain activated
time are already identified by previous experiments or the like, the analysis unit 32 may extract these identified components
from the plurality of components as the determination components. Additionally, with this brain activity visualization
device, in cases where human behavior, which is known to be related to the activation/resting of the brain such as eye
movement and blinking are detected, the analysis unit 32 may extract the determination components from the plurality
of components by comparing and analyzing the detection results against the component waveform of each component
and conducting an evaluation. Note that the criterion for the analysis unit 32 to determine whether or not the first condition
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is satisfied is appropriately decided by simulations, experiments, theoretical calculations, or the like, in accordance with
the purpose of use of the brain activity visualization device 10 or the like.
[0126] The second condition is that there is a temperature change at the predetermined site on the human facial
surface in the extracted determination components. The analysis unit 32 determines that, among the determination
components, the components that satisfy the second condition have a high potential of being related to human brain
activity, and extracts these as candidate components. That is, the analysis unit 32 determines whether or not the
determination components are related to human brain activity on the basis of the presence/absence of a temperature
change at the predetermined site on a human facial surface. Specifically, the analysis unit 32 determines whether or
not temperature change has occurred at the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses on the basis of the
temperature distribution data of the extracted determination components. When a temperature change has occurred,
the analysis unit 32 determines that there is a high possibility that the determination component satisfies the second
condition and is related to human brain activity, and extracts that determination component as a candidate component.
Meanwhile, when a temperature change has not occurred at the forehead or the area around the paranasal sinuses,
the analysis unit 32 determines that the determination component does not satisfy the second condition and is not a
component indicating a skin temperature change that reflects human brain activity (step S6). Note that the criterion for
the analysis unit 32 to determine whether or not the second condition is satisfied is appropriately decided by simulations,
experiments, theoretical calculations, or the like, in accordance with the purpose of use of the brain activity visualization
device 10.
[0127] Then, the analysis unit 32 identifies the component which is determined to satisfy the second condition in step
S5b, as a component indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity (step S7). That is, the component
identified in step S7 as the component indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity is a component
that is present in both the candidate components extracted by decomposing and analyzing the facial skin temperature
data based on temperature conversion data by singular value decomposition and the candidate components extracted
by decomposing and analyzing the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data by
singular value decomposition. Note that, the candidate components for which both analyses do not match are determined
that they are not the components indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects brain activity in step S6.
[0128] The estimation unit 33 estimates human brain activity on the basis of the component identified by the analysis
unit 32 as a component indicating a change in skin temperature that reflects human brain activity. Specifically, the
estimation unit 33 estimates an amount of brain activity when acquiring the facial skin temperature data on the basis of
the component waveform data of the component identified by the analysis unit 32.

(4-1-1) Modification Example 1A

[0129] The brain activity estimation means 30 described above includes the conversion unit 31, and the facial skin
temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data is generated by the conversion unit 31. Moreover, the
analysis unit 32 uses singular value decomposition to decompose, into a plurality of components, not only the facial skin
temperature data based on temperature conversion data acquired by the facial skin temperature acquisition means 20,
but also the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data, which is from the temperature
data that has been converted into relative temperature data. Then, the analysis unit 32 analyzes each of the components.
[0130] Instead of this, a configuration in which the brain activity estimation means 30 does not include the conversion
unit 31 can be adopted. In this case, the processes for generating the facial skin temperature data based on relative
temperature conversion data and analyzing the data from the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature
conversion data can be omitted.
[0131] However, in order to accurately identify the component related to human brain activity, it is preferable that the
brain activity estimation means 30 include the conversion unit 31, as in the embodiment described above. Moreover, it
is desirable that the analysis unit 32 conducts singular value decomposition to decompose, into a plurality of components,
not only the facial skin temperature data based on temperature conversion data acquired by the facial skin temperature
acquisition means 20, but also the facial skin temperature data based on relative temperature conversion data, which
is from the temperature data that has been converted into relative temperature data; and analyzes each of the components.

(4-1-2) Modification Example 1B

[0132] The facial skin temperature acquisition means 20 described above is an infrared thermography device capable
of acquiring temperature data in a state of non-contact with the subject.
[0133] However, the facial skin temperature acquisition means are not particularly limited to an infrared thermography
device, provided that the facial skin temperature acquisition means are capable of detecting the skin temperature of at
least a portion of the facial surface of the individual, and chronologically acquiring facial skin temperature data including
detected temperature data and position data of the detection site.
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[0134] For example, the facial skin temperature acquisition means may be a device that includes temperature sensors.
Specifically, a configuration is possible in which the temperature sensors are applied to predetermined sites on the facial
surface of the individual, and the time-series facial skin temperature data is acquired on the basis of temperature data
detected by the temperature sensors and the position data of the sites where the temperature sensors are applied. Even
in cases where the facial skin temperature data is acquired while the temperature sensors are in contact with the
individual, namely the subject, there is no need to treat the temperature sensors prior to application, unlike a case in
which electroencephalogram electrodes or the like are used. As a result, data can be acquired more easily compared
to conventional detection methods such as electroencephalography, functional magnetic resonance imaging, and near
infrared spectroscopy. As such, human brain activity can be easily estimated.

(4-2) Brain Activity Estimation Means 130 that Estimate Brain Activity on the Basis of Photographic Image Data of Facial 
Surface

[0135] FIG. 21 is a schematic drawing of the brain activity visualization device 110 according to the embodiment of
the present invention. FIG. 22 is a flowchart showing an example of the flow of processing conducted in the brain activity
visualization device 110 to identify a component indicating an RGB change in the facial surface that reflects brain function.
[0136] The brain activity estimation means 130 of the brain activity visualization device 110 estimate the brain activity
of an individual (subject) from the photographic image data of the facial surface of the individual. As illustrated in FIG.
21, the brain activity visualization device 110 includes image data acquisition means 120, brain activity estimation means
130, and state visualization means 200.
[0137] The image data acquisition means 120 chronologically acquire photographic image data of at least a portion
of the facial surface of the individual (step S101). Note that the image data acquisition means 120 are not particularly
limited provided that they at least include an imaging device, and examples thereof include smartphones, tablets (e.g.
iPad (registered trademark)), and other portable terminals with built in imaging devices. In this case, as illustrated in
FIG. 21, the image data acquisition means 120 include a storage unit 122 and a camera 121 as the imaging device. The
camera 121 is configured to chronologically acquire photographic image data of the facial surface of the individual. In
this case, the camera 121 captures video of the entire facial surface of the individual and acquires the captured video
data. The time-series photographic image data captured by the imaging device is stored in the storage unit 122. In this
case, the video data acquired by the camera 121 is stored in the storage unit 122.
[0138] Note that, in this case, the camera 121 captures video of the entire facial surface, but the present invention is
not limited thereto. For example, a configuration is possible in which the camera 121 captures video including images
of at least the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses of the face.
[0139] Additionally, in this case, the brain function activation task is given to the individual for a set period of time while
the image data acquisition means 120 are acquiring the time-series photographic image data of the facial surface. That
is, the photographic image data acquired by the image data acquisition means 120 contains data for a period in which
the brain function activation task is being given to the individual. Note that the brain function activation task given to the
individual is not particularly limited provided that the task is presumed to place the brain in an activated state, and the
content thereof may be appropriately determined in accordance with the purpose of use of the brain activity visualization
device 110.
[0140] The brain activity estimation means 130 estimate human brain activity on the basis of the time-series photo-
graphic image data on the facial surface acquired by the image data acquisition means 120. Specifically, the brain activity
estimation means 130 include an RGB processing unit 131, a conversion unit 132, a blood circulation volume calculation
unit 133, an analysis unit 134, and an estimation unit 135 as illustrated in FIG. 21. Note that, in FIG. 21, a configuration
is illustrated in which the brain activity estimation means 130 are a single device including the RGB processing unit 131,
the conversion unit 132, the blood circulation volume calculation unit 133, the analysis unit 134, and the estimation unit
135. However, the present invention is not limited thereto and configurations are possible in which some or all of the
RGB processing unit 131, the conversion unit 132, the blood circulation volume calculation unit 133, the analysis unit
134, and the estimation unit 135 are provided as independent devices. Additionally, in this case, facial blood circulation
volume acquisition means are configured from the image data acquisition means 120, the RGB processing unit 131, the
conversion unit 132, and the blood circulation volume calculation unit 133.
[0141] The RGB processing unit 131 performs RGB processing on the photographic image data acquired by the image
data acquisition means 120 to decompose the photographic image data into three color components, namely an R
component, a G component, and a B component (step S102). The RGB processing may be performed on the photographic
image data of the entire facial surface but, in this case, the data of the forehead and/or area around the paranasal sinuses
is extracted from the photographic image data and the RGB processing is performed on the extracted data in order to
reduce computation load and noise.
[0142] The conversion unit 132 converts RGB data of the photographic image data obtained by the RGB processing
to relative RGB data (step S103). Specifically, the conversion unit 132 uses, as a reference, an average of the RGB
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data obtained from the photographic image data for every predetermined time period (e.g. 30 seconds) to convert the
RGB data to relative RGB data.
[0143] The blood circulation volume calculation unit 133 calculates time-series blood circulation volume data of the
facial surface on the basis of the RGB data of the photographic image data obtained by the RGB processing (step S104).
[0144] The analysis unit 134 decomposes the time-series relative conversion blood circulation volume data into a
plurality of components by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component
analysis (step S105). Here, the analysis unit 134 subjects each of the relative conversion blood circulation volume data
to singular value decomposition in which the SVD of MATLAB (registered trademark) is used as the analysis tool.
Specifically, in the singular value decomposition, for the time-series relative conversion blood circulation volume data,
the factor is set to time data per predetermined time period (e.g. 30 seconds), and the measure is set to the relative
conversion blood circulation volume data per pixel, as calculated from the relative RGB data at each time period. Then,
the time-series relative conversion blood circulation volume data is decomposed into a plurality of components by singular
value decomposition and a time distribution, a space distribution, and a singular value representing the magnitude of
each component is calculated.
[0145] Additionally, the analysis unit 134 determines whether or not each component satisfies predetermined conditions
in order to identify a component, from the plurality of components decomposed by the singular value decomposition,
indicating an RGB change in the facial surface that reflects brain activity (step S106). The predetermined condition
includes conditions such as, for example, that the amplitude of the component waveform of the component decomposed
by singular value decomposition has correlation with changes at brain resting time and brain activated time (hereinafter
referred to as "first condition"), and/or that there is a blood circulation volume change at a predetermined site on the
human facial surface in the component decomposed by the singular value decomposition (hereinafter referred to as
"second condition"). One or a plurality of conditions may be set as the predetermined condition determined by the analysis
unit 134. In this case, the first condition is set as the predetermined condition.
[0146] Then, the analysis unit 134 extracts, from the plurality of components, a component that satisfies the prede-
termined condition as a determination component. Furthermore, the analysis unit 134 identifies, from the extracted
determination components, components that satisfy all of the conditions included in the predetermined condition as
components indicating an RGB change in the facial surface that reflects brain activity (step S107). Meanwhile, the
analysis unit 134 determines that the components among the plurality of components that do not satisfy one or more of
the conditions included in the predetermined condition are not components indicating an RGB change in the facial surface
that reflects brain activity (step S108).
[0147] In this case, as described above, only one condition is set as the predetermined condition, and the brain function
activation task is given to the individual for a set period of time while the time-series photographic image data is being
acquired. Therefore, the brain resting time is defined as the period of time in which the brain function activation task is
not being given to the individual, and the brain activated time is defined as the period of time in which the brain function
activation task is being given to the individual. The analysis unit 134 conducts a comparative analysis of the component
waveform of each component against the periods of time in which the brain function activation task is and is not being
given. Using the results of this comparative analysis based on the component waveform data, the analysis unit 134
evaluates whether or not there is correlation between the component waveform of each component and each of the
brain resting time and the brain activated time. Then, the analysis unit 134 extracts, from the plurality of components, a
component evaluated as having correlation as a determination component that satisfies the predetermined condition.
The analysis unit 134 identifies this determination component as a component indicating an RGB change in the facial
surface that reflects brain activity. Meanwhile, the analysis unit 134 determines that, among the plurality of components,
a component evaluated as not having correlation is the component that does not satisfy the predetermined condition,
and is not the component indicating an RGB change in the facial surface that reflects human brain activity.
[0148] In this case, the brain function activation task is given to the individual for a set period of time while acquiring
the time-series photographic image data of the facial surface, and the analysis unit 134 extracts the determination
component on the basis thereof. However, the content of the first condition, that is, the means of extracting the deter-
mination component by the analysis unit 134, is not limited thereto. For example, when the component, among the
plurality of components, indicating the component waveform that has correlation with the brain resting time and the brain
activated time is already identified by previous experiments or the like, the analysis unit 134 extracts this identified
component from the plurality of components as the determination component. Additionally, with the brain activity visu-
alization device 110, in cases where human behavior, which is known to be related to the activation/resting of the brain
such as eye movement and blinking are detected, the analysis unit 134 may extract the determination component from
the plurality of components by comparing and analyzing these detection results against the component waveform of
each component and conducting an evaluation. Note that the criterion for the analysis unit 134 to determine whether or
not the first condition is satisfied is appropriately decided by simulations, experiments, theoretical calculations, or the
like, in accordance with the purpose of use of the brain activity visualization device 110 or the like.
[0149] Additionally, in cases where the second condition is set as the predetermined condition, the analysis unit 134
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extracts the determination component on the basis of the presence/absence of a change in facial blood circulation
volume at the predetermined site on the human facial surface. Specifically, the analysis unit 134 determines whether or
not a change in the blood circulation volume has occurred at the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses,
on the basis of the blood circulation volume distribution diagrams corresponding to the plurality of components decom-
posed by singular value decomposition. When a change in the blood circulation volume has occurred, the analysis unit
134 determines that said component satisfies the second condition. Meanwhile, when a change in the blood circulation
volume has not occurred at the forehead or the area around the paranasal sinuses, the analysis unit 134 determines
that said component does not satisfy the second condition. Note that the criterion for the analysis unit 134 to determine
whether or not the second condition is satisfied is appropriately determined by simulations, experiments, theoretical
calculations, or the like, in accordance with the purpose of use of the brain activity visualization device 110 or the like.
[0150] Furthermore, in cases where the blood circulation volume calculation unit 133 calculates the time-series blood
circulation volume data based on the RGB data prior to being converted to the relative RGB data, a configuration is
possible in which the analysis unit 134 determines whether or not the first condition and/or the second condition is
satisfied and extracts a determination component from the plurality of components obtained by subjecting the blood
circulation volume data to singular value decomposition or the like.
[0151] The estimation unit 135 estimates human brain activity on the basis of the component identified by the analysis
unit 134 as a component indicating an RGB change in the facial surface that reflects human brain activity. Specifically,
the estimation unit 135 estimates an amount of brain activity when acquiring the photographic image data of the facial
surface, on the basis of the component waveform data of the component identified by the analysis unit 134.

(4-2-1) Modification Example 2A

[0152] As described above, smartphones, tablets (e.g. iPad (registered trademark)), and other portable terminals with
built in imaging devices may be used as the camera 121. In other words, any device that captures images in the visible
light region can be used for the photographic image data described above.
Additionally, in the blood circulation volume calculation unit 133, the blood circulation volume data of the facial surface
may be calculated using mainly the R component of each pixel included in the RGB data. Provided that the blood
circulation volume data can be calculated on the basis of the RGB data, the blood circulation volume data need not be
limited to the erythema index.

(4-2-2) Modification Example 2B

[0153] The blood circulation volume calculation unit 133 described above calculates the relative conversion blood
circulation volume data on the basis of relative RGB data converted by the conversion unit 132. However, in place of or
in addition to this, the blood circulation volume calculation unit 133 may calculate the blood circulation volume data on
the basis of RGB data prior to being converted to relative RGB data. Components having correlation with brain activity
are more likely to be identified (statistical power is high) in blood circulation volume data calculated on the basis of RGB
data prior to being converted to relative RGB data. As such, the blood circulation volume data calculated on the basis
of RGB data prior to being converted to relative RGB data may be analyzed prior to the relative conversion blood
circulation volume data calculated on the basis of relative RGB data. Additionally, a configuration is possible in which
the blood circulation volume data is analyzed and components having significant correlation are extracted first and, then,
only the components of the relative conversion blood circulation volume data that correspond to the extracted components
are analyzed. In this case, computation load can be reduced.

(4-2-3) Modification Example 2C

[0154] In the description given above, the camera 121 was assumed to be a typical visible light range camera, but an
infrared camera may also be used. In such cases, the infrared camera captures images by emitting infrared light and
capturing the reflected waves thereof. The photographic image data of changes in the facial surface of the subject may
be obtained in this manner. The present inventors found that there is correlation between the blood circulation volume
data calculated from the photographic image data obtained from the reflection of the infrared light and the blood circulation
volume data calculated using mainly the R component of each pixel included in the RGB data captured in the visible
light region. Accordingly, it is also possible to estimate human brain activity using photographic image data obtained
from the reflection of such infrared light.

(4-2-4) Modification Example 2D

[0155] Although in the above-mentioned description the brain activity visualization device 110 includes the image data
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acquisition means 120 and the brain activity estimation means 130, the brain activity visualization device according to
the present embodiment is not limited to such a configuration. That is, the brain activity visualization device according
to the present embodiment may have any configuration, as long as it includes the blood circulation volume calculation
unit 133, the analysis unit 134, and the estimation unit 135. Specifically, the brain activity visualization device according
to the present embodiment may take a form, including not only a form in which the device itself generates the image
data by photographing, but also a form in which photographic image data is received from an external device to analyze
it therein.

(4-3) State Visualization Means 200

[0156] The state visualization means 200 displays and visualizes the physiological state of the subject on the basis
of the brain activity of the subject estimated by the brain activity estimation means 30 and/or the brain activity estimation
means 130. In one example, the state visualization means 200 may include an analysis unit 201 that analyzes changes
in the amount of brain activity of the subject in order to analyze the physiological state of the subject. Specifically, the
analysis unit 201 determines the physiological state of the subject by analyzing changes in the amount of brain activity
in response to stimulation (e.g. visual stimulation, auditory stimulation, tactile stimulation, olfactory stimulation, or taste
stimulation) applied to the subject. Note that, the type and level of the physiological state may be appropriately configured
in accordance with the use of the brain activity visualization devices 10, 110, on the basis of a degree of rise and/or
duration of the amount of brain activity. Moreover, the state visualization means 200 has a display unit 202 that outputs
the physiological state of the subject analyzed by the analysis unit 201. As a result, an administrator can ascertain the
physiological state of the subject. The display unit 202 is not particularly limited, as long as it can visualize information
related to the analyzed physiological state of the subject to the administrator. Examples thereof include display devices
that display images, messages, and the like.
[0157] Additionally, in cases where acquiring various types of time-series data using the facial skin temperature ac-
quisition means 20 and/or the image data acquisition means 120 after the analysis units 32, 134 have identified the
components that reflect brain activity, the additionally acquired various types of data is decomposed into a plurality of
components by singular value decomposition in the brain activity visualization devices 10, 110, and only the identified
components are analyzed. As a result, the physiological state of the subject can be ascertained in real time.
[0158] There are techniques for acquiring heart rate information, biological information, and so on of the subject from
the skin temperature or captured images of the facial surface of the subject. In addition, conventional techniques can
be applied to the components obtained by performing the singular value decomposition or the like on the various data
obtained from the facial skin temperature acquisition means 20 and/or the image data acquisition means 120. As such,
heart rate information, biological information, or the like can be accurately acquired. Accordingly, a configuration is
possible in which the analysis unit 32 and/or the analysis unit 134 is provided with a feature for analyzing the plurality
of components obtained from the singular value decomposition and acquiring heart rate information, biological informa-
tion, or the like, and the estimation units 33, 135 of the embodiment described above are provided with features for
estimating functions of the sympathetic nervous system/parasympathetic nervous system on the basis of the acquired
heart rate information and/or biological information.

(5) Features

(5-1)

[0159] In the present embodiment, human brain activity is estimated on the basis of the time-series facial skin tem-
perature data and/or facial blood circulation volume data acquired by the facial skin temperature acquisition means 20
and/or the image data acquisition means 120. As such, human brain activity can be estimated without using electroen-
cephalogram electrodes or other sensors that require pretreatment before being applied. Accordingly, human brain
activity can be easily estimated and the physiological state of the subject can be visualized on the basis of the estimated
brain activity.

(5-2)

[0160] In cases where a situation is created in which the human brain is placed in states of activation and rest by
actually giving and withholding the brain function activation task to a human while the time-series facial skin temperature
data and/or the image data is being acquired, it can be said that there is a high possibility that the component having
correlation between the component waveform of each component and the brain activated time and the brain resting
time is a component indicating a change in skin temperature and/or blood circulation volume that reflects brain activity.
[0161] In the present embodiment, the brain function activation task is given to the individual for a certain period of
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time while the facial skin temperature acquisition means 20 and/or the image data acquisition means 120 is acquiring
the time-series facial skin temperature data and/or the image data. That is, in the present embodiment, the brain function
activation task is actually given to and withheld from the individual and, as a result, a situation is created in which the
human brain is placed in an activated state and a resting state. Moreover, the various time-series data thusly acquired
is decomposed into a plurality of components by the singular value decomposition, each component is evaluated whether
there is correlation between the component waveform thereof and the brain activated time and the brain resting time,
and a component evaluated as having correlation is extracted from the plurality of components as the determination
component. Thus, compared, for example, to a case in which a predetermined component identified in prior experiments
or the like is extracted from the plurality of components as the extraction component, the probability of extraction of a
component, which is less related to the human brain activity, as an extraction component from the plurality of components,
can be reduced.

(5-3)

[0162] The brain has a mechanism called the selective brain cooling system whereby the brain is cooled independently
of body temperature. The selective brain cooling system is known to discharge heat generated by brain activity using
the forehead and the area around the paranasal sinuses. When heat is discharged, a change in the facial skin temperature
resulting from brain activity or the facial blood circulation volume that correlates to the facial skin temperature appears
at the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses.
[0163] In the present embodiment, various data of the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses is
analyzed and the determination component is extracted. As such, it is possible to accurately extract components related
to human brain activity.

(5-4)

[0164] When an operator of a machine is the subject, the brain activity visualization device according to the present
embodiment can be used as an operator monitoring device (driver state determination device) that monitors the state
of the operator. Furthermore, in the present embodiment, when the state visualization means 200 includes an output
unit, the administrator can ascertain the physiological state of the operator.

(5-4-1) When Used to Monitor a Driver

[0165] Next, an example is described of a case in which operator monitoring devices (driver state determination
devices) 10, 110 according to the embodiment or the modification examples described above are applied to a driver
operating an automobile, construction machinery, or the like. In this case, the operator monitoring devices 10, 110
analyze the physiological state, particularly the consciousness level, of the driver as the operator on the basis of machine
operations by the driver and, depending on an analyzed consciousness level, outputs information related to the con-
sciousness level to the administrator. For example, in a case where it is determined from the analysis that the physiological
state of the driver of the construction machinery or the like is in a state of carelessness, this information is output to the
administrator of the construction machinery or the like. As a result, the administrator can be made aware of the con-
sciousness level of the driver. Additionally, a configuration is possible in which the state visualization means 200 includes
a notification unit 203. In this case, the notification unit 203 issues notifications to call the driver to attention depending
on the analyzed consciousness level. In cases where the state visualization means 200 includes the notification unit
203, the notification unit 203 may, for example, issue an alert to the driver of the automobile, construction machinery,
or the like when the consciousness level declines to less than or equal to a certain level. More specifically, changes in
the amount of brain activity (degree of rise and duration thereof) during normal machine operation is recorded and, in
cases where changes occur that are equal to or greater than a predetermined amount below these changes in the
amount of brain activity (degree of rise and/or duration thereof) during normal operation, it is considered that the degree
of concentration has decreased, and a voice, buzzer sound, or the like is emitted from the notification unit 203. As a
result, the driver can be called to attention. Thus, in cases where the operator monitoring devices 10, 110 are used to
monitor a driver, the physiological state of the driver is monitored using non-contact means such as the facial skin
temperature acquisition means, the image data acquisition means, or the like, and the physiological state is output to
the administrator and/or the driver. As a result, the occurrence of drowsy driving, inattentive driving, and the like can be
suppressed.

(5-4-2) When Used to Monitor a Pilot

[0166] Next, an example is described of a case in which the operator monitoring devices (driver state determination
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devices) 10, 110 according to the embodiment or the modification examples described above are applied to a pilot
operating an aircraft or an aircraft simulator. In this case, the operator monitoring devices 10, 110 analyze the physiological
state, particularly the consciousness level, of the pilot as the operator and, depending on the analyzed consciousness
level, outputs information related to the consciousness level to the administrator. For example, in a case where it is
determined from the analysis that the physiological state of the pilot is unconsciousness (e.g. the pilot has fainted), this
information is output to the administrator of the aircraft or the like. As a result, the administrator can be made aware of
the consciousness level of the pilot. Additionally, a configuration is possible in which, for example, the aircraft or the like
is switched from manual piloting to automatic piloting when the state visualization means 200 determines that the
physiological state of the pilot is unconscious. Thus, in cases where the operator monitoring devices 10, 110 are used
to monitor a pilot, the physiological state of the pilot is monitored using non-contact means such as the facial skin
temperature acquisition means, the image data acquisition means, or the like, and the physiological state is output to
the administrator. As a result, situations in which the pilot continues to operate the aircraft or the like while unconscious
can be prevented.
[0167] Additionally, in cases where the operator monitoring devices 10, 110 are applied to a pilot of a fighter aircraft
as a sensor of an acceleration simulator, a configuration is possible in which, for example, an amount of brain activity
of the pilot is analyzed, and the amount of brain activity of the pilot based on a change in acceleration is output to the
administrator. At this time, if the amount of brain activity with respect to an increase in acceleration decreases, the
administrator can assume that there is not sufficient blood flow to the brain of the pilot. Pilots of fighter aircraft and other
operators that train to cope with acceleration utilize pressurized suits and special breathing methods to prevent decreases
in blood flow to the brain and fainting. Therefore, in cases where the output analysis results suggest that there is not
sufficient blood flow to the brain of the pilot, it can be determined that the pilot has insufficient skill or is unsuitable as a pilot.

(6) Use Examples of Brain Activity Visualization Device (Driver State Determination Device)

[0168] Next, a driver state determination device to which the brain activity visualization device according to the present
invention is applied will be described.

(6-1) First Embodiment

(6-11) Configuration of Driver State Determination Device 400

[0169] FIG. 23 is a schematic drawing illustrating an example of a driver state determination device 400 according to
a first embodiment.
[0170] The driver state determination device 400 is provided with an input unit 410, an imaging unit 415, an output
unit 420, a storage unit 430, and a processing unit 440. The driver state determination device 400 determines the driver
state of a subject 300 driving a machine 350. Here, the term "machine" refers to transportation machines such as
automobiles, railway vehicles, and aircraft, and other automatic machines such as nuclear power generation equipment
and various types of plants. Additionally, the term "driver state" refers to the mental state and the physical state of the
subject driving the machine. The mental state is represented by indicators corresponding to mental fatigue, mental
stress, a state of carelessness, a state of concentration, and so on. The physical state is represented by indicators
corresponding to physical fatigue, physical stress, and so on.
[0171] The input unit 410 is configured to input various information into the driver state determination device 400. The
input unit 410 is configured from, for, example, a keyboard, a mouse, and/or a touchscreen, or the like. Various commands
are input into the driver state determination device 400 via the input unit 410, and processing is executed in the processing
unit 440 in accordance with the commands.
[0172] The imaging unit 415 is configured to capture face images including the facial surface of the subject 300. The
imaging unit 415 is configured from, for example, a CCD, CMOS, or similar solid state imaging device that acquires RGB
images, and an infrared camera or the like that acquires thermograms. Using the infrared camera 415a as the imaging
unit 415 enables the determination of driver states independent of ambient brightness. Accidents and the like due to
fatigue are more likely to happen at night. Even in such situations, mounting the infrared camera 415a on the driver state
determination device 400 according to the first embodiment enables the monitoring of driver states at night. Infrared
cameras and the like preferably are capable of detection with high sensitivity under typical room temperature conditions,
namely from 29.0°C to 37.0°C. In addition, the imaging unit 415 is capable of continuous imaging at predetermined
intervals. Face images are preferably captured from the front and under constant illumination. In cases where front
images cannot be obtained due to posture fluctuations, the perturbation space method is used to approximate a three-
dimensional shape of the facial surface for images with varying postures, and obtain a face image by rendering the
three-dimensional shape in a front view. For images with illumination fluctuations, an illumination base model of the
facial surface based on the diffuse reflection model is used to obtain face images under constant illumination conditions.
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Then, the continuously captured face images are sent from the imaging unit 415 to the processing unit 440.
[0173] The output unit 420 is configured to output various information from the driver state determination device 400.
In one example, the output unit 420 is configured from a display and a speaker, or the like. In this case, brain function
activation information (described later) is provided to the subject 300 via the output unit 420.
[0174] The information input into the driver state determination device 400, the information calculated by the driver
state determination device 400, and the like are stored in the storage unit 430. In one example, the storage unit 430 is
configured from memory, a hard disk device, or the like. Programs for realizing the various functions of the processing
unit 440 (described below) are also stored in the storage unit 430. In this case, the storage unit 430 includes a brain
function activation information database 431 and a determination information database 432.
[0175] Brain function activation information that activates human brain function is stored in the brain function activation
information database 431. Here, the phrase "brain function activation information" refers to information obtained from
arbitrary events and points in time related to the driving of automobiles, railway vehicles, and aircraft, and other automatic
machines such as nuclear power generation equipment and various types of plants. When, for example, the subject 300
is the driver of a transportation machine such as an automobile, a railway vehicle, or an aircraft, an alarm sound or the
like can be used as the brain function activation information.
[0176] As illustrated in FIG. 24, in the determination information database 432, a driver state level is associated with
an amount of change Δr (= r1 - r2) of a predetermined range and stored, in advance, as determination information. The
amount of change Δr is defined as an amount of change of a correlation value r2 of a determination component to the
brain function activation information extracted by a determination component extraction unit 444 (described later) from
a reference correlation value r1 of a reference determination component to the brain function activation information. The
reference determination component is configured from data of determination components extracted prior to a predeter-
mined action, data of previously extracted determination components, data of determination components provided from
an external source, or the like. In the example illustrated in FIG. 24, the driver states are recorded in the determination
information database 432 by level of the state of carelessness. That is, the driver state levels are stored in the determination
information database 432 in accordance with the range of the value of the amount of change Δr. Specifically, Δr = Δra
to Δrb indicates a driver state level of "normal", Δr = Δrb to Δrc indicates a driver state level of "mild carelessness", and
Δr = Δrc to Δrd indicates a driver state level of "careless." In this case, values increase in the order of Δra, Δrb, Δrc, and
Δrd. Note that data of the reference determination component is also stored in the determination information database 432.
[0177] The processing unit 440 is configured to execute information processing in the driver state determination device
400. Specifically, the processing unit 440 is configured from a CPU, cache memory, and the like. The processing unit
440 executes the programs incorporated into the storage unit 430 to function as a brain function activation information
provision unit 441, a facial change information acquisition unit 442, a facial change information decomposition unit 443,
a determination component extraction unit 444, and a driver state determination unit 445.
[0178] The brain function activation information provision unit 441 is configured to provide brain function activation
information to the subject 300 driving the machine 350. In one example, in accordance with operations of the input unit
410, the brain function activation information provision unit 441 reads the brain function activation information from the
brain function activation information database 431 and outputs this brain function activation information to the output
unit 420.
[0179] The facial change information acquisition unit 442 is configured to acquire facial data and facial change infor-
mation exhibiting time-series changes in the facial data from the face images captured by the imaging unit 415. Specifically,
the facial change information acquisition unit 442 acquires the facial data from the imaging unit 415 in synchronization
with the timing at which the brain function activation information provision unit 441 provides the brain function activation
information. Moreover, the facial change information acquisition unit 442 acquires facial change information indicating
time-series changes in the facial data of the subject 300 from continuously acquired facial data. In an example in which
60 pieces of facial data of 240x320 pixels are acquired at predetermined intervals, the facial change information is a set
of 4,608,000 pieces of data. The acquired facial change information is sent to the facial change information decomposition
unit 443. Note that, when the imaging unit 415 is an infrared camera, the facial change information acquisition unit 442
acquires facial skin temperature data indicating the facial skin temperature of the subject 300 as the facial data. Addi-
tionally, when the imaging unit 415 is a CCD, CMOS, or similar solid state imaging device, the facial change information
acquisition unit 442 acquires facial blood circulation volume data based on RGB data of the facial surface of the subject
300 as the facial data. Note that a configuration is possible in which the facial change information acquisition unit 442
acquires data of the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses of the subject 300 as the facial data.
[0180] The facial change information decomposition unit 443 decomposes the facial change information, which is a
set of multiple pieces of data, into a plurality of components 1, 2, 3... by singular value decomposition, principal component
analysis, or independent component analysis. Information of each of the decomposed components is sent to the deter-
mination component extraction unit 444. In this case, when the facial change information is subjected to singular value
decomposition or the like, the components 1, 2, 3... are numbered in descending order of the singular value. Components
with higher singular values are more likely to reflect the influence of components that fluctuate greatly. As such, the
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influence of noise and the like of the external environment, and not the influence imparted by the brain function activation
information, is often reflected in the component 1.
[0181] The determination component extraction unit 444 is configured to extract, from the plurality of components 1,
2, 3..., a component related to the brain function activation information as the determination component. Additionally,
the determination component extraction unit 444 calculates a correlation value r of the extracted determination component
to the brain function activation information. Specifically, the determination component extraction unit 444 calculates the
correlation value r between the brain function activation information and the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... decomposed
by the facial change information decomposition unit 443. Next, when the calculated correlation value r is greater than
or equal to a predetermined value, the determination component extraction unit 444 sets the component corresponding
to that correlation value r to be a component related to the brain function activation information. Then, the determination
component extraction unit 444 extracts the determination component on the basis of a value of a critical rate. Specifically,
the determination component extraction unit 444 extracts a component for which the critical rate is low as the determination
component. The extracted determination component and calculated correlation value r are sent to the storage unit 430
or the driver state determination unit 445.
[0182] The driver state determination unit 445 is configured to determine the driver state of the subject 300 driving the
machine 350 on the basis of the determination component. Specifically, the driver state determination unit 450 calculates
a difference Δr between a reference correlation value r1 of the brain function activation information with respect to a
reference determination component extracted at a predetermined timing and a correlation value r2 of the brain function
activation information with respect to a determination component extracted thereafter. Then, the driver state determination
unit 450 determines the driver state level corresponding to the difference Δr between the reference correlation value r1
and the current correlation value r2 on the basis of the determination information stored in the determination information
database 432. The determined driver state level is output via the output unit 420 to a display device or the like.

(6-1-2) Operations of Driver State Determination Device 400

[0183] FIGS. 25A and 25B are flowcharts showing operations of the driver state determination device 400 according
to the first embodiment.
[0184] First, at a predetermined timing during driving of the machine 350, "reference setting mode" is selected and
the reference determination component is extracted (S1). Specifically, an output command of the brain function activation
information is input via the input unit 410 into the driver state determination device 400. Next, the brain function activation
information is read from the brain function activation information database 431 and output to the output unit 420 (S2).
In one example, an alarm sound is output as the brain function activation information in this case.
[0185] Next, simultaneously with the output of the brain function activation information or at a predetermined timing,
the imaging unit 415 captures face images including the facial surface of the subject 300 positioned in front of the output
unit 420. The face images are captured at predetermined intervals (S3). The captured face images are sent to the facial
change information acquisition unit 442.
[0186] Next, the facial change information acquisition unit 442 acquires facial change information indicating time-series
changes in the facial data of the subject 300 from acquired facial data. Then, the facial change information decomposition
unit 443 decomposes the facial change information into the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... by singular value decom-
position, principal component analysis, or independent component analysis (S4).
[0187] Next, the determination component extraction unit 444 calculates the correlation value between the brain
function activation information and the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... decomposed by the facial change information
decomposition unit 443. Then, the determination component extraction unit 444 determines whether or not the correlation
value is greater than or equal to the predetermined value (S5). When the correlation value is determined to be greater
than or equal to the predetermined value, it is determined that there is correlation between the brain function activation
information and that component (S5 - Yes). Then, the determination component extraction unit 444 extracts, from among
the components having correlation, a component for which the critical rate is low as the "reference determination com-
ponent" (S6). Additionally, the determination component extraction unit 444 sets the correlation value between the
reference determination component and the brain function activation information as the reference correlation value r1.
Information of these reference determination components is stored in the storage unit 430 (S7). Meanwhile, when the
correlation value between the brain function activation information and each of the components 1, 2, 3... is less than the
predetermined value, it is determined that there is no correlation therebetween, and that information is stored in the
storage unit 430 (S5 - No, S7).
[0188] Thereafter, at a desired timing during driving of the machine 350, "determination mode" is selected and the
subsequent driver state is determined (S8). The determination mode may be automatically or manually selected.
[0189] First, the same processing as in S2 to S6 is executed, and the correlation value r2 between the brain function
activation information and the determination component extracted from the facial change information is calculated (S9
to S13).
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[0190] Then, the driver state determination unit 445 calculates the amount of change Δr, which is the difference between
the reference correlation value r1 of the brain function activation information with respect to the reference determination
component extracted in the reference setting mode and the correlation value r2 of the brain function activation information
with respect to the determination component extracted in the determination mode (S14). Next, the driver state determi-
nation unit 450 determines whether or not the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2 with respect to the reference
correlation value r1 is within a predetermined range. Whether or not the amount of change Δr is within the predetermined
range is determined on the basis of the determination information stored in the determination information database 432.
When the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2 with respect to the reference correlation value r1 is within a
predetermined range, the driver state determination unit 445 determines that the driver state of the subject 300 driving
the machine 350 is normal (S14 - Yes, S15). When the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2 with respect to
the reference correlation value r1 is not within the predetermined range, the driver state determination unit 445 determines
that the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 is not normal (S14 - No, S16). In one example, the driver
state determination unit 445 determines that the driver state is normal when the amount of change Δr is in the range Δra
to Δrb described above, and that the driver state is not normal when the amount of change Δr exceeds Δrb. These
determination results are output via the output unit 420 to a display device or the like (S17).

(6-1-3) Features of Driver State Determination Device 400

(6-1-3-1)

[0191] As described above, the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment includes the
brain function activation information provision unit 441, the facial change information acquisition unit 442, the facial
change information decomposition unit 443, the determination component extraction unit 444, and the driver state
determination unit 445. The brain function activation information provision unit 441 provides the brain function activation
information, which activates human brain function, to the subject 300 driving the machine 350. The facial change infor-
mation acquisition unit 422 acquires the facial change information indicating time-series changes in the facial data of
the subject 300. The facial change information decomposition unit 433 decomposes the facial change information into
the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent
component analysis. The determination component extraction unit 444 extracts, from the plurality of components 1, 2,
3..., a component related to the brain function activation information as the determination component. The driver state
determination unit 445 determines the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 on the basis of the
determination component.
[0192] Accordingly, with the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment, the plurality of
components are obtained by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal com-
ponent analysis, or independent component analysis, and the determination component related to the provided brain
function activation information is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the presence/absence of brain
activity of the subject 300 can be easily estimated without using electrodes or the like that require pretreatment before
being applied. As a result, the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 can be easily determined on the
basis of the determination component corresponding to the brain function of the subject 300.
[0193] Note that when the machine 350 is an automobile, a configuration is possible in which, as illustrated in FIG.
26, the imaging unit 415 configured from a video camera 415b and the infrared camera 415a is installed in front of the
subject 300 so as to fit in a width of a few centimeters. Typically, drivers face forward and, as such, with this configuration,
face images with little movement can be captured and the extraction accuracy of the determination component can be
enhanced. Additionally, a configuration is possible in which the imaging unit 415 is connected wirelessly or by wire to a
touch panel device 400s in which the output unit 420 and the processing unit 440 are integrated. For example, installation
in an automobile is facilitated by configuring a display screen of the device 400s to be a 10 cm square.
[0194] Additionally, a configuration is possible in which the driver state determination device 400 according to the first
embodiment is incorporated into a smart device. In this case, driver state determination can be easily executed by
connecting the smart device to the vehicle equipment.

(6-1-3-2)

[0195] With the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment, the facial change information
acquisition unit 442 acquires data of the forehead and/or the area around the paranasal sinuses of the subject 300 as
the facial data. As a result, the determination component related to brain activity can be extracted with high accuracy.
The brain has a mechanism called the selective brain cooling system whereby the brain is cooled independently of body
temperature. The selective brain cooling system is known to discharge heat generated by brain activity using the areas
around the forehead and the paranasal sinuses. Thus, the component related to brain activity can be extract with high
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accuracy by analyzing data from these sites. As a result, the driver state determination device 400 according to the first
embodiment can execute driver state determination with high accuracy.

(6-1-3-3)

[0196] With the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment, the facial change information
acquisition unit 442 acquires facial skin temperature data indicating the facial skin temperature of the subject 300 as the
facial data. In other words, the driver state determination device 400 is configured to be capable of using an infrared
camera or the like to determine the driver state. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 27, using the infrared camera 415a
as the imaging unit 415 enables the determination of the driver state independent of ambient brightness. With automobiles,
careless driving is particularly more likely to occur at night. Even in such situations, mounting the infrared camera 415a
on the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment enables the monitoring of driver states
at night. Using the infrared camera 415a also provides a benefit of being able to determine the driver state even if there
is a tunnel.

(6-1-3-4)

[0197] With the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment, the facial change information
acquisition unit 442 acquires facial blood circulation volume data based on RGB data of the facial surface of the subject
300 as the facial data. In other words, the driver state determination device 400 can use a solid state imaging device
(CCD, CMOS) to determine the driver state. As a result, driver state determination can be executed with a simple
configuration.

(6-1-3-5)

[0198] With the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment, the determination component
extraction unit 444 extracts the determination component on the basis of the value of the critical rate. With the driver
state determination device 400, the determination component related to the brain function activation information is
extracted on the basis of the value of the critical rate. As such, the reliability of the driver state determination can be
enhanced.

(6-1-3-6)

[0199] The driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment includes the determination infor-
mation database 432. The amount of change Δr of the predetermined range is associated with the driver state level and
stored as the determination information in the determination information database 432. The amount of change Δr is
defined as the amount of change, of the correlation value r2 of the determination component calculated for the brain
function activation information, from the reference correlation value r1 of the reference determination component calcu-
lated for the brain function activation information. Moreover, the driver state determination unit 445 calculates the cor-
relation value r2 of the determination component to the brain function activation information, and can easily determine
the driver state level of the subject 300 on the basis of the calculated correlation value r2 and the determination information.
[0200] As a result of this configuration, the driver state determination device 400 can easily determine the driver state
level by using the reference determination component obtained at the predetermined timing. That is, the driver state
determination device 400 is capable of not only simply determining whether or not the driver state is normal, but can
also easily determine and output the driver state level.

(6-1-3-7)

[0201] With the driver state determination device 400 according to the first embodiment, the machine 350 driven by
the subject 300 is a transportation machine such as an automobile, a railway vehicle, and an aircraft, or another automatic
machine such as nuclear power generation equipment and various types of plants. Accordingly, with the driver state
determination device 400 according to the first embodiment, the driver state of the subject 300 driving these types of
automatic machines can be determined.

(6-1-3-8)

[0202] A driver state determination method according the first embodiment does not necessarily require the driver
state determination device 400. That is, regardless of whether or not the driver state determination device 400 is provided,
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it is sufficient that the driver state determination method according to the present embodiment include a brain function
activation information provision step for providing, at a predetermined timing, the subject 300 with brain function activation
information that activates human brain function; then, a facial change information acquisition step for acquiring facial
change information indicating time-series changes in the facial data of the subject 300; a facial change information
decomposition step for decomposing the facial change information into a plurality of components by singular value
decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component analysis; a determination component extraction
step for extracting a component related to the brain function activation information from the plurality of components as
a determination component; and a driver state determination step for determining, on the basis of the determination
component, a driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350.
[0203] According to this driver state determination method, the plurality of components is obtained by subjecting the
facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component
analysis after the predetermined timing, and the determination component related to the brain function activation infor-
mation is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine
350 can be easily determined.

(6-1-4) Modification Example of Driver State Determination Device 400

[0204] As illustrated in FIG. 28, a configuration is possible in which a determination information provision device 500
or the like provided on a network is used in the driver state determination device 400 according to the present embodiment.
[0205] In this case, the determination information provision device 500 includes a storage unit 530 and a processing
unit 540.
[0206] The storage unit 530 includes a determination information database 532. This determination information data-
base 532 has the same configuration as the determination information database 432 described above. Specifically, an
amount of change Δr of a predetermined range is associated with a driver state level and stored as determination
information in the determination information database 532. The amount of change Δr is defined as the amount of change,
of a correlation value r2 of the determination component calculated for the brain function activation information, from a
reference correlation value r1 of a reference determination component calculated for the brain function activation infor-
mation.
[0207] The processing unit 540 sends the determination information stored in the determination information database
532 in accordance with requests from the driver state determination device 400. Note that, a configuration is possible
in which the processing unit 540 has a function for generating, on the basis of predetermined information, determination
information as big data, independent of the determination component extracted by the driver state determination device
400. Additionally, in cases where the reference correlation value r1 is calculated by the driver state determination device
400, the processing unit 540 executes, at all times, processing for updating the reference correlation value r1 stored in
the determination information database 432.
[0208] In the present modification example, the driver state determination unit 445 issues requests to the determination
information provision device 500 for the provision of the determination information. Specifically, in the present modification
example, the determination information database 532 is stored in the determination information provision device 500,
which is on the network, and the driver state determination unit 445 accesses the determination information provision
device 500 when the driver state level is determined. Moreover, the driver state determination unit 445 determines the
driver state level of the subject 300 on the basis of the calculated correlation value r2 and the determination information.
[0209] Accordingly, with the driver state determination device 400 of the present modification example, the driver state
determination unit 445 can use an external network to determine the driver state level of the subject 300. Additionally,
the driver state determination unit 445 determines the driver state using the reference determination component stored
in the determination information provision device 500, which is on the external network. As such, it is possible to streamline
reference setting work. That is, as illustrated in FIG. 29, a configuration is possible in which the reference setting mode
described above is omitted and only the determination mode is executed. In this case, the processing described above
for steps S8 to S17 is performed in steps V1 to V6 and V8 to V11. Additionally, in step V7, the driver state determination
device 400 issues a send request to the determination information provision device 500 for the determination information.
Note that the steps described above may be executed in part without using the driver state determination device 400.
[0210] Additionally, the method of the present modification example enables the determination of the driver state using
big data. That is, the reference correlation value r1 and the predetermined amount of change Δr are obtained from big
data. Specifically, the brain function activation information is provided to a person other than the subject to obtain a
reference determination component, and a reference correlation value r1 calculated on the basis of this reference
determination component is used. As a result, the determination information can be optimized at all times.
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(6-2) Second Embodiment

(6-2-1) Configuration of Driver State Determination Device 400A

[0211] In the following, constituents identical to those described previously are assigned the same reference signs
and redundant description thereof is foregone. To distinguish from the other embodiments, some constituents that differ
in the present embodiment are marked with the letter "A."
[0212] FIG. 30 is a schematic drawing illustrating an example of a driver state determination device 400A according
to a second embodiment. The second embodiment differs from the first embodiment in that the brain function activation
information is detected from an external source.
[0213] The driver state determination device 400A is provided with an input unit 410, an imaging unit 415, a nearby
information acquisition unit 416, an output unit 420, a storage unit 430, and a processing unit 440A. The driver state
determination device 400A determines the driver state of a subject 300 driving a machine 350. Here, the term "machine"
refers to transportation machines such as automobiles, railway vehicles, and aircraft, and other automatic machines
such as nuclear power generation equipment and various types of plants.
[0214] In the second embodiment, a brain function activation information provision object 600 is present near the
machine 350. The brain function activation information provision object 600 is configured to provide brain function
activation information that activates human brain function. Here, the phrase "brain function activation information" refers
to information obtained from arbitrary events and points in time related to the driving of transportation machines such
as automobiles, railway vehicles, and aircraft, and other automatic machines such as nuclear power generation equipment
and various types of plants. When, for example, the subject 300 is the driver of an automobile, a display of a red traffic
light or the like can be used as the brain function activation information. In this case, the brain function activation
information provision object 600 is a traffic light.
[0215] The nearby information acquisition unit 416 is configured to detect the brain function activation information
provided from the brain function activation information provision object 600 near the machine 350. When, for example,
the display of a red traffic light is used as the brain function activation information, the nearby information acquisition
unit 416 acquires nearby images of the machine 350. The information acquired by the nearby information acquisition
unit 416 is sent to a brain function activation information detection unit 441 A of the processing unit 440A.
[0216] The processing unit 440A is configured to execute information processing in the driver state determination
device 400A. Specifically, the processing unit 440A is configured from a CPU, cache memory, and the like. The processing
unit 440A executes the programs incorporated into the storage unit 430 to function as the brain function activation
information detection unit 441A, the facial change information acquisition unit 442, the facial change information decom-
position unit 443, the determination component extraction unit 444, and the driver state determination unit 445.
[0217] The brain function activation information detection unit 441 A is configured to detect brain function activation
information that activates human brain function. The brain function activation information is provided from the brain
function activation information provision object 600 to the subject 300 operating the machine 350. Specifically, the brain
function activation information detection unit 441 A detects the brain function activation information via the nearby
information acquisition unit 416. When, for example, the display of a red traffic light is used as the brain function activation
information, the brain function activation information detection unit 441A issues a send request to the nearby information
acquisition unit 416 for the nearby images. When the nearby images are sent from the nearby information acquisition
unit 416 in accordance with this send request, the brain function activation information detection unit 441A detects
whether or not a red traffic light is displayed in the nearby images. When the brain function activation information detection
unit 441A detects the brain function activation information, the determination component extraction unit 444 calculates
the correlation value r between the detected brain function activation information and the determination component.

(6-2-2) Operations of Driver State Determination Device 400A

[0218] FIG. 31 is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400A according to the second
embodiment.
[0219] First, at a predetermined timing during driving of the machine 350, "reference setting mode" is selected and
the reference determination component is extracted (T1). Specifically, the nearby information acquisition unit 416 acquires
nearby information showing conditions near the machine 350 (T2). Next, the brain function activation information detection
unit 441A references the information stored in the brain function activation information database 431 and detects the
brain function activation information from the nearby information (T3). In one example, the display of a red traffic light
is detected as the brain function activation information at this point.
[0220] Meanwhile, at a predetermined timing, the imaging unit 415 captures face images including the facial surface
of the subject 300 positioned in front of the output unit 420. The face images are captured at predetermined intervals
(T4). The captured face images are sent to the facial change information acquisition unit 442.
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[0221] Moreover, the facial change information acquisition unit 442 acquires the facial change information indicating
time-series changes in the facial data of the subject 300 from the acquired facial data. Then, the facial change information
decomposition unit 443 decomposes the facial change information into the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... by singular
value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component analysis (T5).
[0222] Next, the determination component extraction unit 444 calculates the correlation value between the brain
function activation information and the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... decomposed by the facial change information
decomposition unit 443. Then, the determination component extraction unit 444 determines whether or not the correlation
value is greater than or equal to the predetermined value (T6). When the correlation value is determined to be greater
than or equal to the predetermined value, it is determined that there is correlation between the brain function activation
information and that component (T6 - Yes). Then, the determination component extraction unit 444 extracts, from among
the components having correlation, a component for which the critical rate is low as the "reference determination com-
ponent" (T7). Additionally, the determination component extraction unit 444 sets the correlation value between the
reference determination component and the brain function activation information as the reference correlation value r1.
Information of these reference determination components is stored in the storage unit 430 (T8). Meanwhile, when the
correlation value between the brain function activation information and each of the components 1, 2, 3... is less than the
predetermined value, it is determined that there is no correlation therebetween, and that information is stored in the
storage unit 430 (T6 - No, T8).
[0223] Then, at a desired timing during driving of the machine 350, "determination mode" is selected and the subsequent
driver state is determined (T9). First, the same processing as in steps T2 to T8 is executed, and the correlation value r
between the determination component extracted from the facial change information and the brain function activation
information is calculated (T10 to T15). The determination mode may be automatically or manually selected.
[0224] Then, the driver state determination unit 445 calculates the amount of change Δr, which is the amount of change
between the reference correlation value r1 of the brain function activation information with respect to the reference
determination component extracted in the reference setting mode and the correlation value r2 of the brain function
activation information with respect to the determination component extracted in the determination mode (T16). Next, the
driver state determination unit 450 determines whether or not the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2 with
respect to the reference correlation value r1 is within a predetermined range. Whether or not the amount of change Δr
is within the predetermined range is determined on the basis of the determination information stored in the determination
information database 432. When the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2 with respect to the reference
correlation value r1 is within a predetermined range, the driver state determination unit 445 determines that the driver
state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 is normal (T16 - Yes, T17). When the amount of change Δr of the
correlation value r2 with respect to the reference correlation value r1 is not within the predetermined range, the driver
state determination unit 445 determines that the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 is not normal
(T16 - No, T18). In one example, the driver state determination unit 445 determines that the driver state is normal when
the amount of change Δr is in the range Δra to Δrb described above, and that the driver state is not normal when the
amount of change Δr exceeds Δrb. These determination results are output via the output unit 420 to a display device or
the like (T19).

(6-2-3) Features of Driver State Determination Device 400A

(6-2-3-1)

[0225] As described above, the driver state determination device 400A according to the second embodiment includes
the brain function activation information detection unit 441A, the facial change information acquisition unit 442, the facial
change information decomposition unit 443, the determination component extraction unit 444, and the driver state
determination unit 445. The brain function activation information detection unit 441A detects brain function activation
information that activates human brain function from the brain function activation information provision object 600. The
facial change information acquisition unit 422 acquires the facial change information indicating time-series changes in
the facial data of the subject 300. The facial change information decomposition unit 433 decomposes the facial change
information into the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or
independent component analysis. The determination component extraction unit 444 extracts, from the plurality of com-
ponents 1, 2, 3..., a component related to the brain function activation information as the determination component. The
driver state determination unit 445 determines the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 on the basis
of the determination components.
[0226] Accordingly, with the driver state determination device 400A according to the second embodiment, the plurality
of components are obtained by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal
component analysis, or independent component analysis, and the determination component related to the detected
brain function activation information is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the presence/absence of
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brain activity of the subject 300 can be easily estimated without using electrodes or the like that require pretreatment
before being applied. As a result, the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 can be easily determined
on the basis of the determination component corresponding to the brain function of the subject 300.

(6-2-3-2)

[0227] A driver state determination method according to the second embodiment does not necessarily require the
driver state determination device 400A. That is, regardless of whether or not the driver state determination device 400A
is provided, it is sufficient that the driver state determination method according to the present embodiment include a
brain function activation information detection step for detecting, at a predetermined timing, brain function activation
information that activates human brain function from the brain function activation information provision object 600; then,
a facial change information acquisition step for acquiring facial change information indicating time-series changes in the
facial data of the subject 300; a facial change information decomposition step for decomposing the facial change infor-
mation into a plurality of components by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent
component analysis; a determination component extraction step for extracting a component related to the brain function
activation information from the plurality of components as a determination component; and a driver state determination
step for determining, on the basis of the determination component, a driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350.
[0228] According to this driver state determination method, the plurality of components is obtained by subjecting the
facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component
analysis after the predetermined timing, and the determination component related to the brain function activation infor-
mation is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine
350 can be easily determined.

(6-2-3-3)

[0229] In addition, the second embodiment provides features similar to those described for the first embodiment in
(6-1-3).

(6-2-4) Modification Example of Driver State Determination Device 400A

[0230] As illustrated in FIG. 32, a configuration is possible in which the determination information provision device 500
or the like provided on a network is used in the driver state determination device 400A according to the second embod-
iment.
[0231] In the present modification example, the driver state determination device 400A issues requests to the deter-
mination information provision device 500 described above for the provision of the determination information. Specifically,
in the present modification example, the determination information database 532 is stored in the determination information
provision device 500, which is on the network, and the driver state determination unit 445 accesses the determination
information provision device 500 when the driver state level is determined. Moreover, the driver state determination unit
445 determines the driver state level of the subject 300 on the basis of the calculated correlation value r2 and the
determination information.
[0232] Accordingly, with the driver state determination device 400A of the present modification example, the driver
state determination unit 445 can use an external network to determine the driver state level of the subject 300. Additionally,
the driver state determination unit 445 determines the driver state using the reference determination component stored
in the determination information provision device 500, which is on the external network. As such, it is possible to streamline
reference setting work. That is, as illustrated in FIG. 33, a configuration is possible in which the reference setting mode
described above is omitted and only the determination mode is executed. In this case, the processing described above
for steps T9 to T19 is performed in steps U1 to U7 and U9 to U12. Additionally, in step U8, the driver state determination
device 400A issues a send request to the determination information provision device 500 for the determination information.
Note that the steps described above may be executed in part without using the driver state determination device 400A.
[0233] Additionally, with the method of the present modification example, the driver state can be determined using big
data. That is, the reference correlation value r1 and the predetermined amount of change Δr are obtained from big data.
Specifically, the brain function activation information is provided to a person other than the subject to acquire a reference
determination component, and a reference correlation value r1 that is calculated on the basis of this reference determi-
nation component is used. As a result, the determination information can be optimized in a timely manner.
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(6-3) Third Embodiment

(6-3-1) Configuration of Driver State Determination Device 400B

[0234] In the following, constituents identical to those described previously are assigned the same reference signs
and redundant description thereof is foregone. To distinguish from the other embodiments, constituents that differ in the
present embodiment are marked with the letter "B."
[0235] FIG. 34 is a schematic drawing illustrating an example of a driver state determination device 400B according
to a third embodiment. The third embodiment differs from the first embodiment in that brain function is considered to be
activated when a predetermined operation on the machine 350 occurs. Examples of the predetermined operation include
steering wheel operation and brake pedal depressing of an automobile.
[0236] The driver state determination device 400B is provided with the input unit 410, the imaging unit 415, the output
unit 420, the storage unit 430, and the processing unit 440B. The driver state determination device 400B determines
the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350. Here, the term "machine" refers to an automatic machine
such as an automobile, a railway vehicle, an aircraft, nuclear power generation equipment, and various types of plants.
[0237] In the third embodiment, the machine 350 includes a change amount detection device 700. The change amount
detection device 700 detects a predetermined amount of change caused by the predetermined operation on the machine
350. In one example, when the machine 350 is an automobile, an acceleration change amount is used as the predeter-
mined amount of change. The detected amount of change is sent to a brain activity related change amount extraction
unit 441B.
[0238] The processing unit 440B is configured to execute information processing in the driver state determination
device 400B. Specifically, the processing unit 440B is configured from a CPU, cache memory, and the like. The processing
unit 440B executes the programs incorporated into the storage unit 430 to function as the brain activity related change
amount extraction unit 441B, the facial change information acquisition unit 442, the facial change information decom-
position unit 443, the determination component extraction unit 444, and the driver state determination unit 445.
[0239] The brain activity related change amount extraction unit 441B is configured to extract, as a brain activity related
change amount, an amount of change related to human brain activity from the predetermined amount of change caused
by the predetermined operation on the machine 350. Specifically, the brain activity related change amount extraction
unit 441B extracts the brain activity related change amount from information sent from a change amount detection unit
75. In one example, when the acceleration change amount is used as the predetermined amount of change, the brain
activity related change amount extraction unit 441 B extracts, as the brain activity related change amount, acceleration
change amounts greater than or equal to a predetermined value and acceleration change amounts that meet a prede-
termined condition from the measured acceleration change amounts. When the brain activity related change amount
extraction unit 441B extracts the brain activity related change amount, the determination component extraction unit 444
calculates the correlation value r between the extracted brain activity related change amount and the determination
component.

(6-3-2) Operations of Driver State Determination Device 400B

[0240] FIG. 35 is a flowchart showing operations of the driver state determination device 400B according to the second
embodiment.
[0241] First, at a predetermined timing during driving of the machine 350, "reference setting mode" is selected and
the reference determination component is extracted (W1). Specifically, the change amount detection device 700 detects
the predetermined amount of change caused by the predetermined operation on the machine 350 (W2). In one example,
the acceleration change amount of a transportation machine is detected. Next, the brain activity related change amount
extraction unit 441B compares the detected predetermined amount of change with the information in the brain function
activation information database 431, and extracts the brain activity related change amount from the information of the
predetermined amount of change (W3).
[0242] Meanwhile, at a predetermined timing, the imaging unit 415 captures face images including the facial surface
of the subject 300 positioned in front of the output unit 420. The face images are captured at predetermined intervals
(W4). The captured face images are sent to the facial change information acquisition unit 442.
[0243] Moreover, the facial change information acquisition unit 442 acquires facial change information indicating time-
series changes in the facial data of the subject 300 from acquired facial data. Then, the facial change information
decomposition unit 443 decomposes the facial change information into the plurality of components by singular value
decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component analysis (W5).
[0244] Next, the determination component extraction unit 444 calculates the correlation value between the brain activity
related change amount and the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... decomposed by the facial change information decom-
position unit 443. Then, the determination component extraction unit 444 determines whether or not the correlation value
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is greater than or equal to the predetermined value (W6). When the correlation value is determined to be greater than
or equal to the predetermined value, it is determined that there is correlation between the brain activity related change
amount and that component (W6 - Yes). Then, the determination component extraction unit 444 extracts, from among
the components having correlation, a component for which the critical rate is low as the "reference determination com-
ponent" (W7). Additionally, the determination component extraction unit 444 sets the correlation value between the
reference determination component and the brain activity related change amount as the reference correlation value r1.
Information of these reference determination components is stored in the storage unit 430 (W8). Meanwhile, when the
correlation value between the brain activity related change amount and each of the components 1, 2, 3... is less than
the predetermined value, it is determined that there is no correlation therebetween, and that information is stored in the
storage unit 430 (W6 - No, W8).
[0245] Then, at a desired timing during driving of the machine 350, "determination mode" is selected and the subsequent
driver state is determined (W9). First, the same processing as in steps W2 to W7 is executed, and the correlation value
r2 between the determination component extracted from the facial change information and the brain activity related
change amount is calculated (W10 to W15). The determination mode may be automatically or manually selected.
[0246] Then, the driver state determination unit 445 calculates the amount of change Δr, which is the difference between
the reference correlation value r1 of the brain activity related change amount with respect to the reference determination
component extracted in the reference setting mode and the correlation value r2 of the brain activity related change
amount with respect to the determination component extracted in the determination mode (W16). Next, the driver state
determination unit 450 determines whether or not the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2 with respect to
the reference correlation value r1 is within a predetermined range. Whether or not the amount of change Δr is within the
predetermined range is determined on the basis of the determination information stored in the determination information
database 432. When the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2 with respect to the reference correlation value
r1 is within a predetermined range, the driver state determination unit 445 determines that the driver state of the subject
300 driving the machine 350 is normal (W16 - Yes, W17). When the amount of change Δr of the correlation value r2
with respect to the reference correlation value r1 is not within the predetermined range, the driver state determination
unit 445 determines that the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 is not normal (W16 - No, W18). In
one example, it is determined that the driver state is normal when the amount of change Δr is in the range Δra to Δrb
described above, and that the driver state is not normal when the amount of change Δr exceeds Δrb. These determination
results are output via the output unit 420 to a display device or the like (W19).

(6-3-3) Features of Driver State Determination Device 400B

(6-3-3-1)

[0247] As described above, the driver state determination device 400B according to the third embodiment includes
the brain activity related change amount extraction unit 441B, the facial change information acquisition unit 442, the
facial change information decomposition unit 443, the determination component extraction unit 444, and the driver state
determination unit 445. The brain activity related change amount extraction unit 441B acquires, from the change amount
detection device 700, the predetermined amount of change caused by the predetermined operation on the machine 350.
Then, the brain activity related change amount extraction unit 441B extracts, as the brain activity related change amount,
the amount of change related to human brain activity from the acquired amounts of change. The facial change information
acquisition unit 442 acquires the facial change information indicating time-series changes in the facial data of the subject
300. The facial change information decomposition unit 443 decomposes the facial change information into the plurality
of components 1, 2, 3... by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component
analysis. The determination component extraction unit 444 extracts, from the plurality of components 1, 2, 3..., a com-
ponent related to the brain activity related change amount as the determination component. The driver state determination
unit 445 determines the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 on the basis of the determination
component.
[0248] Accordingly, with the driver state determination device 400B according to the third embodiment, the plurality
of components are obtained by subjecting the facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal
component analysis, or independent component analysis, and the determination component related to the brain activity
related change amount is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the presence/absence of brain activity
of the subject 300 can be estimated without using electrodes or the like that require pretreatment before being applied.
As a result, the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 can be easily determined on the basis of the
components corresponding to the brain function of the subject 300.
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(6-3-3-2)

[0249] A driver state determination method according to the third embodiment does not necessarily require the driver
state determination device 400B. That is, regardless of whether or not the driver state determination device 400B is
provided, it is sufficient that the driver state determination method according to the present embodiment include, at a
predetermined timing, a machine change amount detection step for detecting the predetermined amount of change
caused by the predetermined operation on the machine 350; a brain function activation information extraction step for
extracting, as the brain activity related change amount, the amount of change related to the brain activity of the subject
300 operating the machine 350; the facial change information acquisition step for acquiring facial change information
indicating time-series changes in the facial data of the subject 300; the facial change information decomposition step
for decomposing the facial change information into the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... by singular value decomposition,
principal component analysis, or independent component analysis; the determination component extraction step for
extracting a component related to the brain activity related change amount from the plurality of components 1, 2, 3... as
the determination component; and the driver state determination step for determining, on the basis of the determination
component, the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine 350.
[0250] According to this driver state determination method, the plurality of components is obtained by subjecting the
facial change information to singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component
analysis after the predetermined timing, and a determination component related to the brain activity related change
amount is extracted from the plurality of components. As such, the driver state of the subject 300 driving the machine
350 can be easily determined.

(6-3-3-3)

[0251] In addition, the third embodiment provides features similar to those described for the first embodiment in (6-1-3).

(6-3-4) Modification Example of Driver State Determination Device 400B

[0252] As illustrated in FIG. 36, a configuration is possible in which the determination information provision device 500
or the like provided on a network is used in the driver state determination device 400B according to the third embodiment.
[0253] In the present modification example, the driver state determination device 400B issues requests to the deter-
mination information provision device 500 described above for the provision of the determination information. Specifically,
in the present modification example, the determination information database 532 is stored in the determination information
provision device 500, which is on the network, and the driver state determination unit 445 accesses the determination
information provision device 500 when the driver state level is determined. Moreover, the driver state determination unit
445 determines the driver state level of the subject 300 driving the machine 350 on the basis of the calculated correlation
value r2 and the determination information.
[0254] Accordingly, with the driver state determination device 400B of the present modification example, the driver
state determination unit 445 can use an external network to determine the driver state level of the subject 300. Additionally,
the driver state determination unit 445 determines the driver state level using the reference determination component
stored in the determination information provision device 500, which is on the external network. As such, it is possible to
streamline reference setting work. That is, as illustrated in FIG. 37, a configuration is possible in which the reference
setting mode described above is omitted and only the determination mode is executed. In this case, the processing
described above for steps W9 to W19 is performed in steps X1 to X7 and X9 to X12. Additionally, in step X8, the driver
state determination device 400B issues a send request to the determination information provision device 500 for the
determination information. Note that the steps described above may be executed in part without using the driver state
determination device 400B.
[0255] Additionally, with the method of the present modification example, the driver state can be determined using big
data. That is, the reference correlation value r1 and the predetermined amount of change Δr are obtained from big data.
Specifically, the reference determination component is acquired from the brain activity related change amount during
normal driving, and a reference correlation value r1 that is calculated on the basis of this reference determination
component is used. As a result, the determination information can be optimized at all times.

(6-3-5) Verification of Driver State Determination Method

(6-3-5-1)

[0256] FIG. 38 illustrates changes of the determination component when the machine 350 is an automobile and the
predetermined operation is emergency braking. The solid line represents changes in emergency braking, and the dashed
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line represents changes of the determination component. Note that the determination component is calculated from the
erythema index. As illustrated in FIG. 38, correlation was identified between the emergency braking and the determination
component. Accordingly, it was confirmed that the driver state can be determined on the basis of the amount of change
of braking.

(6-3-5-2)

[0257] FIG. 39 illustrates changes of the determination component when the machine 350 is an automobile and the
predetermined operation is finger tapping. Section (b) illustrates a state in which tapping actions are being performed,
and section (a) illustrates changes of the determination component. In this case, the tapping action was defined as using
the thumb of the right hand to sequentially touch each finger, from the little finger to the index finger. The determination
component is calculated from the erythema index. As illustrated in FIG. 39, correlation was identified between the finger
tapping and the determination component. Accordingly, it was confirmed that the driver state can be determined on the
basis of the amount of change of finger tapping.

(6-4) Fourth Embodiment

[0258] A driver state determination device according to a fourth embodiment is a combination of the driver state
determination devices according to the first to the third embodiments. As a result of this configuration, the driver states
for various types of automatic machines can be determined, as illustrated in FIG. 40.
[0259] When, for example, the subject 300 is the driver of an automobile, signals indicating the start and end of driving,
amounts of operation of the steering wheel or brakes, travel distance, information outside the vehicle, traffic light infor-
mation, information of the oncoming vehicle, pedestrian information, and the like can be used as the brain function
activation information or the predetermined operation to determine the driver state. When the subject 300 is the operator
of an automatic machine such as a nuclear power plant, signals of the automatic machine corresponding to the starting,
stopping, no abnormality, and other states of operation can be used as the brain function activation information to
determine the driver state. When the subject 300 is the driver of a train, signals installed on the side of the track, railway
signs, stopping position targets, and the like can be used as the brain function activation information to determine the
driver state. When the subject 300 is the pilot of an aircraft, signals from instruments, commands from control towers,
and the like can be used as the brain function activation information to determine the driver state.
[0260] Furthermore, the brain activity of a person intending to carry out an act of terror is in an excited state, and tends
to exhibit strong responses to information about damage intended to be inflicted. For example, such a person will exhibit
high response to information about the number of passengers, the location where the act of terrorism is to be carried
out, and so on. As such, information about the damage intended to be inflicted can be used as the brain function activation
information to determine whether or not the subject 300 intends to carry out an act of terror.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0261] The present invention can easily estimate brain activity and, as such, is useful for applications to brain activity
visualization devices that visualize the physiological state of subjects on the basis of brain activity.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0262]

300 Subject
350 Machine
400 Driver state determination device
400A Driver state determination device
400B Driver state determination device
410 Input unit
415 Imaging unit
416 Nearby information acquisition unit
420 Output unit
430 Storage unit
431 Brain function activation information database
432 Determination information database
440 Processing unit
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440A Processing unit
440B Processing unit
441 Brain function activation information provision unit
441A Brain function activation information detection unit
441B Brain activity related change amount extraction unit
442 Facial change information acquisition unit
443 Facial change information decomposition unit
444 Determination component extraction unit
445 Driver state determination unit
500 Determination information provision device
530 Storage unit
532 Determination information database
540 Processing unit
600 Brain function activation information provision object
700 Change amount detection device

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0263] Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2013-176406

Claims

1. A driver state determination device (10, 110, 400, 400A, 400B), comprising:

a facial change information acquisition unit (20, 120, 415, 442) configured to acquire facial change information
indicating a time-series change in facial data of a subject;
a facial change information decomposition unit (30, 130, 443) configured to decompose the facial change
information into a plurality of components by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or
independent component analysis; and
a driver state determination unit (200, 445) configured to determine the driver state of the subject on the basis
of a determination component extracted from the plurality of components.

2. The driver state determination device (400) according to claim 1, further comprising:

a brain function activation information provision unit (441) configured to provide brain function activation infor-
mation, which activates human brain function, to a subject (300) driving a machine (350); and
a determination component extraction unit (444) configured to extract, from the plurality of components, a
component related to the brain function activation information as the determination component.

3. The driver state determination device (400A) according to claim 1, further comprising:

a brain function activation information detection unit (441A) configured to detect brain function activation infor-
mation, which activates human brain function, provided to a subject driving a machine; and
a determination component extraction unit configured to extract, from the plurality of components, a component
related to the brain function activation information as the determination component.

4. The driver state determination device (440B) according to claim 1, further comprising:

a brain activity related change amount extraction unit (441B) configured to extract, as a brain activity related
change amount, an amount of change related to human brain activity from a predetermined amount of change
caused by a predetermined operation on a machine (350);
a determination component extraction unit configured to extract, from the plurality of components, a component
related to the brain activity related change amount as the determination component.

5. The driver state determination device according to any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein
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the determination component extraction unit is configured to extract the determination component on the basis of
a value of a critical rate.

6. The driver state determination device according to any one of claims 2 to 5, further comprising:

a determination information storage unit (432) configured to associate, with a driver state level, an amount of
change of a predetermined range, of a correlation value of a determination component calculated for the brain
function activation information or a brain activity related change amount, from a reference correlation value of
a reference determination component calculated for the brain function activation information or the brain activity
related change amount, and store the amount of change as determination information;
wherein
the driver state determination unit is configured to calculate the correlation value of the determination component
to the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount, and determine the driver
state level of the subject on the basis of the calculated correlation value and the determination information.

7. The driver state determination device according to any one of claims 2 to 6,
in a case where there is a determination information provision device (500) on a network including:
a determination information storage unit (532) configured to store an amount of change associated with a driver
state level of a predetermined range as determination information, the amount of change being defined as an amount
of change, of a correlation value of a determination component calculated for the brain function activation information
or a brain activity related change amount, from a reference correlation value of a reference determination component
calculated for the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount,
wherein the driver state determination unit is configured to calculate the correlation value of the determination
component to the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount, and determine
the driver state level of the subject on the basis of the calculated correlation value and the determination information.

8. The driver state determination device according to any one of claims 2 to 7, wherein
the machine is an automatic machine including at least one from the group consisting of an automobile, a railway
vehicle, an aircraft, a nuclear power generation equipment, and a plant machine.

9. The driver state determination device according to claim 4, wherein:

the machine is an automatic machine including at least one from the group consisting of an automobile, a railway
vehicle, an aircraft, a nuclear power generation equipment, and a plant machine; and
the brain activity related change amount extraction unit is configured to extract the brain activity related change
amount from an amount of change in a command signal to the automatic machine.

10. The driver state determination device according to claim 4, wherein:

the machine is a transportation machine including at least one from the group consisting of automobiles, railway
vehicles, and aircraft; and
the brain activity related change amount extraction unit is configured to extract the brain activity related change
amount from an amount of change in an acceleration of the transportation machine.

11. The driver state determination device (10, 110) according to claim 1, wherein:
the driver state determination unit further includes:

brain activity estimation means configured to estimate brain activity of the subject on the basis of the plurality
of components, and
state monitoring means (200) configured to monitor a physiological state of the subject on the basis of the brain
activity of the subject estimated by the brain activity estimation means.

12. The driver state determination device according to claim 11, wherein
the state monitoring means includes an analysis unit (201) configured to analyze a consciousness level of the subject
with respect to an operation on the basis of the brain activity of the subject.

13. The driver state determination device according to claim 12, wherein
the state monitoring means includes a notification unit (203) configured to give notice to the subject to pay attention
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when the consciousness level analyzed by the analysis unit declines to less than or equal to a certain level.

14. The driver state determination device according to any one of claims 11 to 13, further comprising:
information acquisition means (202) configured to enable an administrator managing the machine operated by the
subject to acquire information related to the physiological state of the subject.

15. A driver state determination method comprising:

a step selected from the group consisting of:

a brain function activation information provision step for providing brain function activation information,
which activates human brain activity, to a subject (300) driving a machine (350);
a brain function activation information detection step for detecting brain function activation information,
which activates human brain activity, provided to the subject driving the machine, or
a machine change amount detection step for detecting a predetermined amount of change caused by a
predetermined operation on the machine (350), and a brain activity related change amount extraction step
for extracting, as a brain activity related change amount, an amount of change related to brain activity of
the subject (300) driving the machine from the amount of change detected in the machine change amount
detecting step;

a facial change information acquisition step for acquiring facial change information indicating a time-series
change in facial data of the subject;
a facial change information decomposition step for decomposing the facial change information into a plurality
of components by singular value decomposition, principal component analysis, or independent component
analysis;
a determination component extraction step for extracting, from the plurality of components, a component related
to the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount as a determination
component; and
a driver state determination step for determining a driver state of the subject on the basis of the determination
component.

16. The driver state determination method according to claim 15,
wherein an amount of change of a predetermined range is associated with a driver state level and stored in a
determination information storage unit (432, 532) as determination information, the amount of change being defined
as an amount of change, of a correlation value of a determination component calculated for the brain function
activation information or the brain activity related change amount, from a reference correlation value of a reference
determination component calculated for the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change
amount; and
in the driver state determination step, a correlation value of the determination component to the brain function
activation information or the brain activity related change amount is calculated, and the driver state level of the
subject is determined on the basis of the calculated correlation value and the determination information.

17. The driver state determination method according to claim 16, wherein
the brain function activation information detection step, the brain function activation information provision step, or
the machine change amount detection step and the brain activity related change amount extraction step;
the facial change information acquisition step;
the facial change information decomposition step; and
the determination component extraction step
are executed at a predetermined timing, and
a component related to the brain function activation information or the brain activity related change amount is
extracted as a reference determination component.

18. The driver state determination method according to claim 16 or 17, wherein:

the determination information storage unit (532) is stored in a determination information provision device (500)
on a network; and
in the driver state determination step, the determination information provision device is accessed when the
driver state level is determined.
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19. The driver state determination method according to claim 18, wherein

the reference correlation value is calculated on the basis of a reference determination component, and the
reference determination component is obtained by providing the brain function activation information to a person
other than the subject; or
the reference correlation value is calculated on the basis of a brain activity related change amount during normal
operation.
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